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Exeutive SummaryThis projet is to preliminarily study the oordination layer ontrol and deision makingfor automated truks and buses. The most hallenging issues for the maneuverability oftruk/bus are:(a) The overall system model for longitudinal ontrol is highly nonlinear;(b) Large time delays in power-train and atuators, partiularly, ontrol ommand totorque prodution delay, engine torque to wheel torque prodution delay, braking system(air brake, transmission retarder and Jake brake) delay;() Their aeleration apability is severely limited, whih is due to the low mass/powerratio ompared to other vehiles;(d) Large internal/external disturbanes from gear shifting, wind (aerodynami drag-ging), road unevenness and road grade.Maneuver design and oordination algorithm need to take those fators into onsidera-tion. Pratial ahievement in this projet inludes the following three parts:I. Automated Ground Vehile Maneuver CoordinationA systems approah is used for researh in the sense that eah automated vehile is on-sidered as a subsystem and the overall system is omposed of a �nite number of subsystems.Some of those subsystems are inter-onneted (neighboring vehiles are oupled). The on-�guration of the overall system is dynamially hanging beause the ouplings are hangingas time elapses. However, the omplete design of oordination layer is huge task and theresearh onduted in this projet is preliminary.(1) Mathematial modeling for oordination layer ontrol and deision making;(2) Multiple vehile maneuver oordination and optimal trajetory planning.II. Maneuver Design for Automated Truk/BusAlthough maneuver design for passenger ars has been onduted in previous work andshowed in 97-Demo [33℄, they are not suitable for Heavy-Duty Truk (HDT) and Buses anymore beause truk/bus ontrol system performane is severely limited by its aelerationapabilities, or equivalently, ontrol is easy to saturate. Work onduted in this part inludes:(1) Ton investigate truk/bus aeleration/deeleration apability under automated on-trol for single vehile and for vehile following on at road and on a slope;(2) Pratial String Stability for automated truk/bus vehile following;(3) Automated vehile maneuver design and implementation:� Two HDTs short distane following� Transition between manual and automati driving of a HDT2



� Vehile deeleration to stop in vehile following mode� Splitting� JoiningIII. Simulation Pakage DevelopmentAs other simulation pakages, the purpose for work in this part is to develop model basedplatform for ontrol design and real-time ode development. This is the most eonomi, safeand eÆient and thus sienti� way for ontrol system development. Work in this partinlude:(1) Using available optimization tool to solve some simple trajetory planning problemof a single vehile;(2) Development of simulation pakage whih integrates the following maneuvers andtheir oordination when operated for three HDTs. In the simulation, the maneuvers areonsidered as disrete event. These maneuvers inlude:� Transition between manual and automati driving� Vehile following after transition to automati driving mode;� Splitting� Joining� Lane hanging� The third truk merge from behind of two truk platoon to form a 3 truk platoon(following)� Vehile deeleration to stop in vehile following mode.It is to emphasized that, the aeleration apability of a fully loaded HDT drops signi�-antly when speed inreases. This is a severe onstraint whih needs taken into onsiderationfor any pratial maneuver design. It is even more severe to the merging algorithm developedin [26℄. However, by proper hoie of design parameter, the problem is solved in simulation.Beause vehile aeleration apability and other implementation related issues are takeninto onsideration, the algorithm developed in the simulation is likely to be implementableon bus/truk.
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Chapter 1PrefaeCoordination of maneuvers of multiple automated vehiles is an ative researh areafrom a system point of view. The vehiles inlude automated robot, un-manned air vehiles(UAVs), automated or semi-automated military vehiles on land, in the air and the water.This projet is to develop the maneuvers of automated road vehiles, partiularly, truks andbuses. From a systems point of view, if we onsider eah vehile a subsystem, the overallsystem is omposed of a �nite number of inter-onneted subsystems. The relationshipbetween eah pair of subsystems are hanging, whih is determined by the relative speed andloation of eah vehile. This means that the overall system on�guration is dynamiallyhanging. This is the harateristis of suh a system di�erent from other inter-onnetedsystem suh as those enountered in industrial assembly line.Coordination of vehile maneuvers an be onsidered loalized by isolating the systemas omposed of only those vehiles involved in the maneuver. Other vehiles whih are notinvolved will not be inluded in the system. The purpose of the oordination is to make allthe vehiles in the system to behave oherently, eÆiently, safely, and optimally.In present highway system, vehile maneuver is arried out based lane hoie, pereption,deision and ommand. Lane hoie is determined by driver's behavior and traÆ situation;Driver's pereption of urrent driving environment is the main fator for deision making forvehile maneuvering ontrol: vehile speed, aeleration/deeleration, steering, stop, et.. Inturn, this deision is made based on the following fators: Generally aepted driving rulewhih is to be followed by all the drivers. It involves desired vehile speed, following distane,signaling for maneuvering, traÆ signs, and driver's personnel preferene (a mixture of om-petition and ooperation). Instead of entralized ontrol and oordination for maneuvers,all the drivers involved abide by the same rule for driving and negotiate when maneuvering.There are many unertainties involved in urrent highway system, whih makes highway4



traÆ unpreditable, partiularly, bottlenek (inluding inident and aident) whih ausessevere traÆ ongestion.For automated vehile system, multiple vehile maneuvers always need hierarhial andentralized ontrol. Thus a entralized oordination is unavoidable in the future for auto-mated vehiles. This is based on the following onsiderations.(1) Vehile automation is evolving rapidly to higher and higher level. Nowadays, with thewidely use of heap omputer proessors, many parts of a modern vehile are automatiallyontrolled, suh as engine, transmission, braking, temperature, fueling, valve timing, powersteering, driving-by-wire. Automation is not just restrited to vehile system itself, but alsothe driver assistane system. This involves CC (Cruise Control), ACC (Adaptive CruiseControl), Lane departure warning, front ollision warning and avoidane.(2) The development and widely use of DSRC (Dediated Short Range Communiation)between vehiles will not only make suh a oordination feasible but also will beome animportant impetuous for loally entralized oordination;(3) A entralized hierarhial ontrol system an make the traÆ deterministi and o-operative, whih e�etively eliminate all the unertainties.The following �gure (Figure 1.1)shows the general piture for the oordination of ma-neuvers of automated vehiles.The results of this projet an be used for loal oordination of maneuvers for automatedvehile system, automated people mover systems, and automated train system. As alongmultiple vehile are driving in a limited environment, oordination is neessary to make theoverall system safe, oherent and eÆient.The lowest layer, regulation layer, is the ontrol system on eah vehile, whih exeutesa series of ommands to ful�ll the tasks determined by the desired maneuver (referenetrajetory traking) assigned by a oordination manager. A oordination layer is eventdriven in the sense that a request of a maneuver from a vehile may be random in time,spae and type. The task for oordination manager is to make the maneuver to be performeddeterministially in both spae and time. This is the only possible way to make all the thingsunder ontrol and thus to guarantee safety. Above the oordination layer are the link layermanager and network layer manager whih are for the linkage between two adjaent setionsand di�erent highways respetively, whih are not to be disussed here [38℄.In the past 10 years, regulation layer ontrollers have been developed, partiularly, lon-gitudinal ontrol for vehile following [2, 6, 31, 33, 34℄ and lateral ontrol [30, 37℄ for lanekeeping and lane hanging. The maneuvers inlude ar speeding up, splitting, joining, lanehanging to join to the end of a platoon, slowing down and stop. Automated vehile merg-5



Figure 1.1: Maneuver oordination of ground vehilesing developed in [14, 24℄ is another step forward in maneuver development whih enables adynami interation between a vehile from on-ramp and a platoon of vehiles.A maneuver is safe if there is no danger of time and spae overlap. In fat, any rash isaused by time and spae overlap. This is a ruial safety fator of the mathematial priniplefor the deision making in a oordination layer. Although eah event (maneuver perform-ing) may happen disretely, they are imbedded in a ontinuous time-spae infrastruture.Furthermore, they should happen optimally aording to some performane riteria suh asminimum time, fuel onsumption and emission, maximum safety and throughput. From thispoint of view, these event should ome from a optimal disrete solution of a ontinuous amodel.In the urrent highway system if vehiles are ompletely ontrolled by the driver, pos-sibility of appliation of the maneuver oordination to improve safety and eÆieny still6



exist. For example, oordinated free lane hange or infrastruture-supported merge. Controldesign tehnologies developed for vehile following an be used for driver assistane systemfor ars and Heavy-Duty Truks in a short term, to mention a few.This �nal report is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents mathematial frameworksfor oordination layer modeling for ontrol and deision making; Chapter 3 study pratialstring stability for automated vehile following; Chapter 4 to disuss HDT ontrol for shortdistane following inluding implementation related issues; Chapter 5 presents in detail thedesign and implementation of transition maneuvers between manual driving and automatidriving, whih is the most important one for the interation between the driver and thevehile ontrol system; Chapter 6 to disuss some other maneuvers design, optimizationand oordination, inluding joining, splitting and merging; Chapter 7 desribes simulationdevelopment both in Matlab and in C. The purpose to use C is for real-time ode developmentfor ontrol and maneuver oordination for automated HDTs.
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Chapter 2Coordination Layer ModelingSummary : This hapter is to establish a mathematial model for Coordination Layerontrol and deision making for Automated Truks and Buses. The main funtion of theoordination manager is to oordinate all the maneuvers of eah vehile suh that theyare performed oherently, safely and eÆiently. A hybrid system model is used to unifyboth oordination layer and regulation layer. In the model, the upper level orrespondingto the oordination layer is a programming problem whih is to generate disrete optimalsolution. Eah solution determines some parameters of a referene trajetory of a spei�edmaneuver for lower level ontrol system (regulation layer). It deides when and where toexeute the maneuver. The regulation layer is to trak the referene tajetory provided bythe oordination layer and eventually to produe ommand to the exeute lower level ontrol(throttle and brake) omes out of a feedbak loop.NotationsThe following notations are used throughout this Chapter:t� time variablex(t) = [x1(t); :::; xn(t)℄� state variable of ontrol systemx(ref)(t) = hx(ref)1 (t); :::; x(ref)n (t)i>� referene state for the ontrol systemu� ontrol variablek = [k1; :::; kq℄>� ontrol system design parameter vetorJ� performane indexT0; T1� maneuver start/end time instant�� road grade (slope)�x(ref); v(ref); a(ref)�� referene distane, speed and aelerationdi(v; �); ai(v; �)� maximum deeleration/aeleration apability8



v(t)� subjet vehile speed, measurablesij(t)� the geometrial distane (may be 1 or 2�dimensional) between vehile i andvehile j2.1 Coordination Layer Modeling2.1.1 Main FuntionsA oordination layer manager for an AHS, as depited in Figure 1.1, is to oordinate allthe maneuvers of all vehiles in a spei�ed setion of AHS. A maneuver an be requestedrandomly by a vehile aording to the needs of its passenger(s) or arranged by the oordina-tion layer to improve traÆ throughput or safety. To ahieve this, it must have the followingfuntions:1. Real-time wireless networking all the relevant vehiles: reeiving requests for maneu-vering and sending bak its deision and ontrol ommand;2. Based on the request from relevant vehile(s), states of vehiles in a viinity andthe maneuverability of the vehile, to deide the type of maneuvers and the orrespondingstarting time, position and time limit for the maneuver aording to safety, ompatibilityand et.;3. Monitoring the exeution of the spei�ed maneuvers;4. Higher level fault detetion and management inluding emergeny handling;5. Transition between the two oordination managers of adjaent setions in the highway.2.1.2 Priniples for Deision Making and Control in CoordinationLayerCoordination layer modeling, analysis and design should abide by the following generalpriniples:Safety : It is the key fator for AHS. To ensure safety in oordination layer, all thefollowing onditions must be satis�ed:(a) Software: All the algorithms should be mathematially orret and reliably imple-mented. There are proper protetion proedures and redundanies to ensure reliability;(b) Hardware: Reliable with proper redundanies;() Fault tolerant: There is a higher level fault detet and management system to dealwith all possible faults inluding emergeny handling;9



Compatibility : Time and spae (vehile position) are the main onern for maneuvers.It guarantees that there is no onit in time and position between the maneuvering vehileand vehiles in a viinity. Besides, there should be a safe distane between any two vehilesat any time instant.Maneuverability : In oordination layer, onstraints from aeleration/deeleration apa-bility of an individual vehile and the string stability margin should not be violated.Optimality : For safety, time gap between two vehiles and two platoons should be largeenough. However, to inrease throughput and to redue fuel onsumption and pollution,inter-vehile distane need to be redued. There is trade-o� to be properly balaned.Simpliity : Mathematial modeling, deision making algorithm and ontrol design shouldbe simple to redue omputation time for real-time implementation;2.1.3 A Hybrid SystemA type of hybrid ontrol system relevant to oordination and regulation layers is proposedas follows: mina;T J �x(ref)(�; T0; T2)�h(�; T0; T2) � 0T0 � t � T2 (2.1.1)x(ref) = � (�; t; k)x(ref) � x(ref):x= f (x; t; u) + �(t)u = u �x; x(ref); t; k� (2.1.2)where � = (�1; :::; �m) is the set of parameters to be determined in oordination layer, andu = u �x; x(ref); t; k� is a feedbak ontrol whih is designed with some robust methods. kis the set of parameters to be determined in ontrol design. It is known in advane that,with bounded disturbanes k�k � � kxk+ l�; l � 0the feedbak system is robustly stable (ultimate bounded).10



The upper layer is for oordination, whih is omposed of a mathematial programmingproblem with properly seleted performane index. The onstraints determine a onvex setwith proper funtion h(:::).It is assumed that the ontrol design parameter vetor k = [k1; :::; kp℄ is determined inontrol design phase. In this way, the oordination layer optimal deision making problemis separated from the robust stability problem of regulation layer ontrol system. This doesnot exlude the possibility that one an use any optimal or sub-optimal ontrol approah inregulation layer design.2.1.4 Vehile Coupling CriteriaTo study the inter-relationship between any two automated/autonomous vehiles in asystem, it is neessary to determine if they are oupled or independent. For ground vehiles,it should be onsidered in both lateral and longitudinal diretions in general. For example,in a platoon, one vehiles follows the other. Here "follow" means the information relatedto front vehile suh as relative distane/speed/aeleration is used in the feedbak ontrolof the following vehile. All the vehile in a platoon are oupled. Now the problem iswhen the front vehile's information should be taken into onsideration. It is suggested thatsome results in vehile ollision warning and avoidane (safety-base) are used as ouplingriteria. Of ourse, some other riteria may be added to then but the safety based riteriaare fundamental.Suppose vehile i is oupled with vehile j. The are two possible ways to de�ne theoupling between two vehiles.(1) Stati oupling riterion: Vehile i and vehile j are lose enough to be onsideredoupled. For simpliity, a onstant number Dmax > 0 is spei�ed. Ifsij(t) = k(xi(t)� xj(t); yi(t)� yj(t))k � Dmax (2.1.3)then they are onsidered oupled. Otherwise, they are independent of eah other.(2) Dynami oupling riterion: Speify a relative distane, speed and aeleration de-pendent funtion � �sij(t); :sij (t); ::sij (t)�whih is a type of threat assessment riterion between vehiles [40℄. If� �sij(t); :sij (t); ::sij (t)� � 0 (2.1.4)then two vehiles are onsidered oupled. Otherwise, they are independent.In this preliminary researh, the stati oupling riterion will be used for simpliity.11



2.1.5 Separability PrinipleIt is neessary to onsider the separability priniple between oordination layer and reg-ulation layer, whih is related to the stability of overall system. Firstly, it is noted that,from a system point of view, the link between oordination layer and regulation layer anbe depited as the following �gure (Figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1: Coordination of a system omposed of a �nite number of subsystemsFrom a ontrol system point of view (in a narrower sense), for a given referene trajetoryx(ref)(t), the ontrol variable u(t) is seleted suh that eah losed-loop system is ultimatelybounded (stable in some sense) irrespetive of internal/external disturbanes and measure-ment noises. Now for a dynamially hanging system, trajetory planning is in real-time.To design a ontroller to trak an arbitrary trajetory suh that the overall system is stableis a not very diÆult for Linear Time Invariant (LTI) system. For nonlinear systems, this isalmost impossible in most ases. To address this issue generally, it is required to investigate12



the system ontrollability/aessibility [7, 8℄, whih is out of the ope of this projet. Herewe propose some suÆient onditions for the systems resulting from the relevant vehiledynamis. Here it is further required that(a) x(ref)(t) is absolutely and uniformly ontinuous with respet to t;(b) x(ref)(t) satis�es x(ref) � X(ref) (2.1.5)for known bound X(ref) > 0:Remark 2.1 (1) Those assumptions are not unreasonable. In fat, to make the vehilebehave smoothly for driving stability and the omfort of the driver, it is reasonable to haveondition (a); (2) In pratial trajetory planning, it is feasible to ahieve suh referenetrajetory for all the normal maneuvers.It is noted that, under those assumptions, the stability issue is restrited to the lowerregulation layer feedbak subsystem only. Besides, the problem of oordination is separateddistintively from the ontrol design in the regulation layer. In fat, if the optimal robustontrol of (2.1.2) if formulated as a nonlinear H1 problem [9℄. It ends up with a nonlin-ear Hamiltonian-Jaobi-Issa Inequality (nonlinear partial di�erential inequality) whih isdiÆult to solve. Our approah, however, separate the ontrol problem with the trajetoryplanning problem. Any robust ontrol design method an be used to hoose the ontrolvariable u(t).2.2 Coordination of Automated VehilesFor oordinating a system omposed of multiple automated vehiles (subsystems), theregulation layer is typially omposed of(a) vehile dynamis(b) a feed-forward ontrol for eah vehile() a feedbak ontrol for eah vehileIn general, ground vehiles has 6DOF . Stritly speaking all the 6DOF should be involvedif we onsider vehile driving stability. However, for trajetory planning purpose for guidaneof ground vehiles, it is suÆient to onsider a movement on the plane. So the degree offreedom is redued to 4. As examples, we will show how to use the general model (2.1.1)
13



2.2.1 Longitudinal Motion OnlyFor simpliity, the problem an be onsidered for longitudinal motion only if a vehileis assumed to stay in the lane only. Maneuvers belong to this ategory inlude: joining,spliting, longitudinal transition, et., whih only involves movement in the same lane. Insuh ases, it is suÆient to onsider longitudinal ontrol.The vehile dynamis for longitudinal ontrol inludes engine, powertrain, drivetrainand tire dynamis. The feed-forward ontrol determines desired maneuver. Eah maneuverorresponds to an algorithm for trajetory planning. Eah algorithm ontains some designparameters whih a�et the stability, performane and demanding of the feedbak ontrol.It is those parameters that de�ne the link between the regulation layer and the oordinationlayer, whih are to be manipulated by the latter.A typial vehile longitudinal dynamis model an be simpli�ed as::x= v +�1:v= 1M (u� Cav2 � Fr) + �2where Ca� aerodynami drag oeÆient, Fr� total rolling resistane, M� vehile mass.xe = x(ref) � xve = v(ref) � vae = a(ref) � a:xe= ve:ve= a(ref) � 1M (u� Cav2 � Fr)xe(0) = L(ref)ve(0) = 0 (2.2.1)from whih u is determined by a proper ontrol design methodu = u �k; x(ref); v(ref); a(ref)�where k = [k1; :::; kp℄ is a set of ontrol design parameters.Any longitudinal maneuver algorithm provides a referene trajetory for vehile ix(ref)(t) = f1(t; v; �)v(ref)(t) = f2(t; v; �)a(ref)(t) = f3(t; v; �)� = [�1; �2; :::; �m℄14



where � is a set of parameters whih may inlude(a) vehile state (x; v; a); maneuver status and fault mode(b) time headway or distane headway() state of nearby vehiles of the same lane(d) maneuver status of nearby vehiles in di�erent lanes(e) road information (grade, tire slip, ...)As a simple example, onsider the longitudinal ontrollers designed for vehile followingin [2, 25℄. For the given automated ontrol, the vehile has the aeleration/deelerationapability at ertain speed vi with road grade �. Trajetory planning is to �nd a ontinuous(or ontinuously di�erentiable) trajetory �L(ref)i ; v(ref)i (t); a(ref)i (t)� suh thatamin(vi; �) � a(ref)i (vi; �) � amax(vi; �)0 � v(ref)i (�) � vmax(�)Dmin � L(ref)i � Dmax (2.2.2)The �rst onstraints gives aeleration and deeleration bounds; The seond onstraints givespeed onstraints; In the third onstraint, Dmin� is safety related onstant and Dmax is theoupling riterion parameter as in (2.1.3).The performane index should be hosen for eah maneuver aording to its hara-teristis. The main fators to be involved will inlude part or all listed in last setion. Apreliminary suggestion of performane index isJ = nb1 (T1 � T0) + b2L(ref) + b3 ���a(ref)i (v; �)���ob1 + b2 + b3 = 1; bi � 0; i = 1; 2; 3where b1; b2 and b3 are known weighting fators. It is to be minimized with respet to someparameters subjet to the onstraints (2.2.2).2.2.2 Maneuver Involving both Longitudinal and Lateral Move-mentManeuvers in this ategory involve lane hanging and lane departure whih an be on-duted in normal ases or in the ase of ollision voidane. Now the vehile dynamis willinlude lateral, longitudinal and yaw motions [15℄.:vx = 1M �Fx � Cxv2x + Froll + ÆfFyf �+ vy :	:vy = 1M �Fyf � Cyv2y + Fyr�� vx :	15



::	 = 1Iz �LwfFyf � LwrFyr�where vx;y� longitudinal/lateral veloityM� vehile mass	� yaw angleFx� longitudinal tire tration foreFyf� Front tire lateral tration foreCx;y� longitudinal/lateral drag oeÆientFyr� rear tire lateral tration foreÆf� steering angleLwf;r� distane from CG to front/rear axleIz�moment of inertia about vertial axle though the CGThe syntheti inputs of the system are Fx; Æf ; Fyf and Fyr : The trajetory planning prob-lem is to speify the following state variables:x(ref); y(ref)� longitudinal and lateral positionv(ref)x ; v(ref)y � longitudinal and lateral speed	(ref)� desired yaw angle:	(ref) � desired yaw rateOne an speify similar onstraint onditions as those in (2.2.2).2.3 Network StrutureWireless ommuniation networks are ruial for automated vehiles. The fundamentalfuntion of the ommuniation system is message passing: sending and reeiving messagesin real-time, whih are used for synhronization and ontrol (Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3).2.3.1 Wireless NetworkingSeveral wireless ommuniation systems suh as Utiliom, WaveLAN, DSRC (DediatedShort Rage Communiation) radio systems are used at California PATH between vehiles andbetween the oordination layer and the vehiles. The struture of the system is in Figure 2.2.For WaveLAN system, the physial layer is the radio system whih is a PCMCIA WaveLANard. In our appliation, the real-time operating system is QNX. The data link layer isomposed of omponents of ommuniation devies for enhane the reliability of the medium.The network layer is for dynami network on�guration and routing, whih is neessary16



Figure 2.2: Wireless ommuniation system struturebeause a vehile may merge from on-ramp, join, hange lane or leave a platoon. Thetransport layer is for message splitting, handling and reating multiple transport addresseson the host. Wireless Token Ring Protool (WTRP) is used for medium aess ontrol forad-ho networks [13℄.The advantages of this distributed medium aess ontrol protool are(a) Quality of servie: This is guaranteed in terms of bounded lateny and reservedbandwidth.(b) EÆieny: It ompletely exludes the possibility of retransmission due to ollisions;() Robustness against single node failure: It an graefully reover from single andmultiple transmission failure.(d) Dynami on�guration of rings: It support for exible topologies in whih nodes anbe partially onneted and not all nods needs to have a onnetion with a master17



Figure 2.3: Wireless ommuniation between subsystems(e) Support di�erent topologies: Multiple ring dynami on�guration is permitted.With those apabilities, a dynami link an be established among all the relevant vehilesinvolved in a regulation layer as well as the link between eah platoon with oordination layer.Suh a network an be implemented with a single physial set or two separate sets.2.4 RemarksThis hapter reports some preliminary researh results for oordination layer ontrol anddeision making for automated truks and buses. Eah vehile represent a regulation layer.All the vehiles in a spei�ed setion of a oordination layer are networked with wirelessommuniation system. The main funtions for the oordination system are to oordinatein real-time all the vehiles suh that all the maneuvers are exeuted oherently, safely and18



eÆiently. Any maneuver of a vehile is determined by a referene trajetory of the regulationlayer. Some parameters in the referene trajetory need to be determined by oordinationlayer aording to the state of the vehiles involved, the traÆ situation, safety onstraint(headway) and road geometry. Those parameters are the link between the oordination layerand the regulation layer.The main task of a oordination layer involves deision making with some ontrol ingre-dients. The main tasks of the regulation layer mainly involves ontrol with some deisionmaking in a lower level. These two layers an be uni�ed into a mathematial model alledhybrid system. Upper part of the hybrid system orresponding to the oordination layer isa linear (nonlinear) programming problem depending on the hoie of performane index.The lower level is a feedbak ontrol system.
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Chapter 3Pratial String Stability for VehileFollowingSummary: Among all vehile maneuvers, multiple vehile following is the fundamentalmaneuvers. This is beause highway system is the plae with the most high traÆ density.Any vehile has to interat with the vehiles of its immediate front and rear. If a vehile�nish a maneuver, then it will return to the vehile following mode. The most importantproblem for vehile following is the string stability of the �nite number of vehiles onsideredoupled due to following.This hapter disusses string stability issues for multiple vehile following. With theinrease of vehile size, for example from a ar to a bus or truk, the time delay aumulationfrom the lead vehile to the vehiles behind inreases signi�antly. Suh aumulated timedelay is the essential diÆulty for automated vehile following.Most previous work on string stability does not take into onsideration of the aumulatedtime delays. This hapter will show how suh time delay plays a ritial role in multiplevehile following. Some e�etive ways to ompensate for it are suggested. Basially, thisrequires that any vehile need to know the information from leader vehile as well as thevehile in the immediate front. Wireless ommuniation between vehiles is an e�etivesolution to it.3.1 IntrodutionString stability desribes the dynami interation between vehiles in short inter-vehiledistane following in longitudinal motion. Previous work in [35℄ de�nes the string stability20



as an asymptoti stability of the overall system whih is omposed of a �nite number of inter-onneted sub-systems (a single vehiles) with the same or similar dynamis. Neessarily,eah losed-loop ontroller must be asymptotially stable. This is the ideal ase for thedynami behavior of a series of sub-system inter-onneted in a string.Time delays will naturally ause measurement and atuation disrepanies. Due to suhdisrepanies in addition to model mismath, measurement noises and external disturbanes,eah sub-system an only ahieve ultimate boundedness in stability [11, 17℄, whih oinideswith experimental work. To require strit attenuation of traking error down stream (dire-tion from the �rst vehile to the last vehile) in the platoon is too restritive. Pratially,string stability in vehile following an only require that distane and speed traking er-ror will not propagate or has limited propagation down stream in a platoon. However, fortheoretial analysis, the de�nition for string stability in [35℄ is reasonable.In [36℄, string stability for many vehile following strategies has been onsidered. Timelag is involved but not pure time delay. [16℄ onsidered both time lag aused by atuatorsand pure time delay aused by inter-vehile ommuniation. Due to the ompliation of theproblem formulated, it is impossible to onsider arbitrary design parameters. i.e. It onlyshow that the system is string stable/unstable when some partiular ontrol parameters arehosen.In this hapter, two time delays are taken into onsideration. The ontrol strategiesare feedbak linearization plus linear (PID and a type of sliding mode) ontrol. A di�erentparameterization approah is adopted ompared to those in [16, 36℄. These approahesgreatly simplify the problem for both theoretial analysis and pratial implementation.String stability mainly depends on following strategies as disussed in [21℄ while the latteron information available from the preeding vehiles. If eah vehile follows its immediatepreeding vehile only, it is Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) (impliitly, no ommuniation).It will be shown mathematially that ACC mode annot ahieve string stability for all linearontroller. However, if ertain amount of information from leader vehile (passed over withommuniation ) is used, string stability an be ahieved irrespetive of the time delays.The rest of the hapter is organized as follows. Setion 2 introdues string stability invehile following and its mathematial riteria. Setion 3 addresses string stability analysis.Setion 4 presents test results. Setion 5 is for onluding remarks.Notationsxi(t) or simply (xi ) � position of vehile i in longitudinal diretion. All the vehiles arewith respet to a inertia frame.vi(t); ai(t)� speed and aeleration of vehile i21



hp1� time delay for obtaining front rangehp2� time delay for obtaining preeding vehile's speed and aelerationLi is the desired inter-vehile distane with vehile length aounted forl� subsript for the leader vehile"i(t)� distane traking errorEi(s)� Laplae transform of distane traking error "i(t)k�k1 � l1-normk�k1 �H1-norm3.2 String Stability for Vehile FollowingThis setion will provide mathematial riteria for string stability in vehile following.3.2.1 Problem StatementLet "i(t) = xi(t)� xi�1(t) + Li:"i (t) = vi(t)� vi�1(t)::"i (t) = ai(t)� ai�1(t)Ei(s) is the Laplae transformation of "i(t). G(s) is the transfer funtion of the losed-loop dynamis g(t) of sub-system i, whih is the same for eah vehile withG(s) = Ei(s)Ei�1(s) (3.2.1)The string stability for a platoon of n vehiles requires thatk"1k1 � k"2k1 � ::: � k"nk1From linear system theory k"ik1 � kg(t)k1 = Z 10 jg(�)j d�kg � "ik1 � kg(t)k1 k"ik1 (3.2.2)kG (s)k1 � kg(t)k1Thus the inter-onneted system is string stable if kg(t)k1 < 1 and string unstable ifkG(s)k1 > 1. To pratially hek it, one may evaluate kg(t)k1.22



3.2.2 Following Strategy and String StabilityDue to feedbak linearizability of vehile dynamis, it is suÆient to onsider the followingsimpli�ed model for string stability analysis:xi= vi:vi= ui (3.2.3)where ui is the syntheti fore. Two types of ontrol strategies will be onsidered.1. Sliding Model ControlLet the sliding surfae be de�ned asSi = � :"i +�q"i + (1� �) (vi � vl) + (1� �) q(xi � xl + iXj=2 Lj)where � 2 [0; 1℄ is the interpolation parameter. Two extreme ases are: � = 1- Eah vehilefollows the preeding vehile only and no lead vehile information is used; � = 0 - Eahvehile follows the leader vehile only. However, the most interesting ases orrespond to0 < � � 1.One an hoose general sliding reahability ondition :Si= � i(s) as in [17℄. For speialase of i(s) = �Si (� > 0), the ontroller is solved out asu(d)i = � ::xi�1 +(1� �) ::xl ��(q + �) :"i ���q"i�(1� �)(q + �)(vi � vl)� �q (1� �)�xi � xl +Pij=2 Lj� (3.2.4)The design parameters (q; �; �) are to be hosen suh that(a) The losed loop ontroller for eah vehile is stable;(b) The overall system is string stable.2. PID ControlNow onsidering the interpolation of two PID ontrollers. The errors are with respet tothe preeding vehile and the leader vehile respetively.u(d)i = �U1i + (1� �)U2iU1i = KD ddtvi�1 �KP (vi � vi�1)�KI R t0 (vi(�)� vi�1 (�)) d�U2i = KD ddtvl �KP (vi � vl)�KI R t0 (vi(�)� vl (�)) d� (3.2.5)The losed loop stability requires thatKD�2 +KP � +KI = 023



be Hurwitz, where one an always normalize KD = 1 for stability.The following relationship shows that if a speial sliding reahability ondition :Si= ��Siis used, the sliding mode ontrol is a speial ase of PID ontrol with:xi(t) = R t0 vi(�)d�; xi(0) =Pij=2 LjKP = q + �; KI = �q; KD = 13.2.3 Time DelaysIn pratie, there are two types of time delays: time lag and pure time delay. A time lagan be represented by inserting a �rst order dynamis� :ui +ui = uidwhih links the ontroller (3.2.4) and upper level vehile model (3.2.3) with � = 0:15[s℄.There are two fundamentally di�erent ases for pure time delays.Case 1: With inter-vehile ommuniationRelative distane (xi � xi�1) is estimated from distane sensor reading, whih ausespure time delay of hp1 � 0:25[s℄ where 0:1[s℄ omes from radar/Lidar sensor delay (physialand radar internal signal proessing) and 0:15[s℄ is due to signal proessing in feed-forwardontrol. (vpre; apre) is passed over by ommuniation whih auses time delay about hp2 �0:1[s℄ in whih 0:02[s℄ is the ommuniation yling period and 0:08[s℄ is due to the speedand aeleration sensor delay.Assumption 3.1: The ommuniation system passes information from the leader vehileto eah vehile and from eah vehile to its follower simultaneously with one step time delay0:02[s℄.Assumption 3.2: Pure sensor time delay on vehile i with respet to the preedingvehile is the same for all the vehiles.Case 2: Without inter-vehile ommuniationAll the three elements in [(vi � vi�1); (ai � ai�1); (xi � xi�1)℄ are estimated from measure-ment with Doppler radar, Lidar and video amera. In this ase: hp1 � 0:25[s℄, hp2 = 0:35[s℄.No leader vehile information is available.
24



3.2.4 Transfer Funtion ExpressionTo use frequeny analysis approah to alulate the H1 gain, the transfer funtion forthe losed-loop system of eah vehile is alulated as follows.� d3"idt3 + ::"i= u(d)i � u(d)i�1= ��KP :"i ��KI"i �KI (1� �) "i� (1� �)KP (vi(t)� vi�1(t)) + � ::xi�1 (t� hp2)�� ::xi�2 (t� hp2) + �KP � :xi�1 (t� hp2)� :xi�2 (t� hp2)�+�KI (xi�1(t� hp1)� xi�2(t� hp1))Using Laplae transformation on both sides to getG(s) = Ei(s)Ei�1(s) = �KIe�hp1s + �se�hp2s (s+KP )�s3 + s2 +KPs+KI (3.2.6)3.3 String Stability AnalysisThis setion analyzes the string stability with respet to the two typial following strate-gies above.3.3.1 Vehile Following without Communiation (ACC)Vehile following without ommuniation implies that all the information of the frontvehile is deteted by remote sensors suh as radar. The overall system an be depited asin Figure 3.1.In (3.2.6), set � = 1 whih is equivalent to using preeding vehile information only. Theontrol law (3.2.5) beomes u(d)i = ::xi �KP :"i �KI"i (3.3.1)It is obtained that G(s) = KI + se�(hp2�hp1)s (s+KP )�s3 + s2 +KPs+KI e�hp1sFor feedbak stability, it is neessary and suÆient thatD(s) = �s3 + s2 +KP s+KIbe Hurwitz, whih is equivalent to the parameter onstraints:KI > 0KP � �KI > 0 (3.3.2)25



Figure 3.1: Both pure time delay and time lag appear between subsystems and suh timedelays aumulateBeause e�hp1s does not e�et the value of jG(j!)j and thus it is ignored. Let hp =hp2 � hp1 > 0 for simpliity. ThusG(j!) = KI + j! (os(!hp)� j sin(!hp)) (j! +KP )��j!3 � !2 +KP j! +KINow it is neessary to evaluate kGk1 = max! jG(j!)j.For onsidering only very small ! > 0 and 2nd order trunation in the Taylor series:G(j!) � KI + j! (1� j!hp) (j! +KP )�!2 +KP j! +KI = 1 + !2hpKP(KI � !2) +KP j!= 1 + !2hpKP (KI � !2)(KI � !2)2 +K2P!2 � KP j!(KI � !2)2 +K2P!226



One an observe that for feedbak ontrol law (3.3.1) with onstraints (3.3.2), if ! > 0is hosen very small suh that !2 < KI arbitrarily, hp > 0 will lead to!2hpKP (KI � !2)(KI � !2)2 +K2P!2 > 0whih means that the real part is positive and greater than 1. This implies from (3.2.2) thatkGk1 = max! jG(j!)j > 1 ) kg(t)k1 > 1This is summarized in the following theorem.Theorem 3.1. For vehile following in ACC mode (inter-vehile range and range-rateare measured by radar), the system is string unstable for any linear ontroller of the type(3.3.1).3.3.2 Vehile Following with Inter-vehile CommuniationThe system struture an be depited as Figure 3.2.Now (3.2.6) is diretly onsidered with some information from the leader vehile passedover by ommuniation. G(s) has the formG(s) = � �KIe�hp1s + se�hp2s (s+KP )��s3 + s2 +KP s+KI ; 0 < � < 1Similarly, feedbak stability requires that the denominator be Hurwitz, whih leads tothe same onstraint (3.3.2). Now G(s) = �G0(s) withG0(s) = KIe�hp1s + se�hp2s (s+KP )�s3 + s2 +KP s+KIAlthough by Initial Value Theorem and Final Value Theoremlimt!0 g0(t) = lims!1 sG0(s) = 0limt!1 g0(t) = lims!0 sG0(s) = 0where g0(t) is the inverse Laplae transformation of G0(s), one an expet that g0(t) isbounded, a rigorous proof is provided whih an be used to alulate the bound for �.Lemma 3.1 If the design parameters KP ; KI are hosen so that poles sk; (k = 1; 2; 3)are all simple, then there exists a positive number M > 0 suh that kg0(t)k1 < M:27



Figure 3.2: Aumulated time delay e�etively redued with inter-vehile omuniationProof: By the de�nition of inverse Laplae transformationg0(t) = L�1 (G0(s)) = 12�j R �+j1��j1 estG0(s)ds= 12�j limR!1 RABCDEA estG0(s)ds= 12�j limR!1 RABCDEA � KIes(t�hp1)�s3+s2+KP s+KI� ds+ 12�j limR!1 RABCDEA � s(s+KP )es(t�hp2)�s3+s2+KP s+KI� ds (3.3.3)The integration an be evaluated along the ontour ABCDEA and take the limit forR!1 (Figure 3.3). By the Residue Theorem (p. 967 of [29℄)g0(t) = 12�j Z �+j1��j1 estG0(s)ds = 3Xk=1 Ressk (G0(s))where Ressk (G(s)) is the residue orresponding to pole sk; (k = 1; 2; 3). For a simple pole sk,Ressk (G0(s)) is the oeÆient of 1s�sk in the Laurent expansion of G0(s) at sk; (k = 1; 2; 3).28



Figure 3.3: Integration along the ontourLet the �rst integrand in (3.3.3) be partitioned asKIes(t�hp1)�s3 + s2 +KPs+KI = es(t�hp1)� � a(1)s� s1 + a(2)s� s2 + a(3)s� s3�where a(i)(i = 1; 2; 3) are onstants. Expanding es(t�hp1) as Taylor series at s = si to produees(t�hp1)� � a(1)s�s1 + a(2)s�s2 + a(3)s�s3� = 1� [ a(1)es1(t�hp1)s�s1 P1n=1 (t�hp1)n(s�s1)nn! +a(2)es2(t�hp1)s�s2 P1n=1 (t�hp1)n(s�s2)nn! + a(3)es3(t�hp1)s�s3 P1n=1 (t�hp1)n(s�s3)nn! ℄Thus ZABCDEA� KIes(t�hp1)�s3 + s2 +KP s+KI� ds= 2�j� �a(1)es1(t�hp1) + a(2)es2(t�hp1) + a(3)es3(t�hp1)�29



Similarly treating the seond integral in (3.3.3), ifs (s+KP )�s3 + s2 +KP s+KI = 1� � b(1)s� s1 + b(2)s� s2 + b(3)s� s3�then g0(t) = 1� �a(1)es1(t�hp1) + a(2)es2(t�hp1) + a(3)es3(t�hp1)�+1� �b(1)es1(t�hp2) + b(2)es2(t�hp2) + b(3)es3(t�hp2)�Notie that si(i = 1; 2; 3) have negative real parts. Thus eah term in g0(t) is bounded fort � 0.This ompletes the proof.}Theorem 3.2 . In vehile following, if the linear ontrol law (3.2.5) is used and ifparameter KP and KI are hosen suh that the transfer funtion G(s) has simple and stablepoles, then there exists �; with 0 < � < 1 suh that the overall system is string stableirrespetive of the time delays.Proof. By the lemma, one an hoose � suh that 0 < � < 1M : Then kg(t)k1 =� kg0(t)k1 < 1: This ompletes the proof. }Corollary 3.1 Suppose that si = ��i + j�i with �i > 0(i = 1; 2; 3): Then M an beestimated as jg0(t)j � M = 1� ���a(1)�� e�1hp1 + ��a(2)�� e�2hp1 + ��a(3)�� e�3hp1�+1� ���b(1)�� e�1hp2 + ��b(2)�� e�2hp2 + ��b(3)�� e�3hp3�whih provides an upper bound for � < 1M :Proof. Diretly from the proof of the Lemma. }Remark 3.1 In theory, when every vehile follows the leader vehile only, the overallsystem is always string stable. This following strategy sounds ideal but impratial. This isdue to the following reasons:(a) Real-time distane estimation (xl � xi) of eah vehile with respet to the leadervehile is diÆult to obtain. If radar distane with respet to the preeding vehile is usedfor the estimation of (xl � xi), error aumulation may inrease down stream in the platooneven if inter-vehile ommuniation is available.(b) For safety, eah vehile must avoid onit with its immediate front vehile, whihrequires � to be as large as possible. This suggests to hoose � = 1M � " with "(> 0)suÆiently small. 30



3.4 Conluding RemarksThis hapter studies the pratial string stability problem for vehile following. As aspeial ase of inter-onneted system, the overall system on�guration is a serial onnetionof subsystem (automated vehiles) with time delays. Other maneuvers may lead to aninteration between two serially onneted subsystems. For example, lane hange usually leada situation that one subsystem drop from a system (deoupling) and join the other system(oupling). Suh a dynamially hanging interonnetion is an interesting reon�gurationproperty from a systems point of view. Suh a dynami reon�guration harateristis bringnew researh topis for ontrol system design and stability analysis. String stability omesfrom the assumption that the �nite number of vehiles are oupled serially. But is we alsoonsider the lateral interation between vehiles in neighbor lanes, then the inter-onnetionbetween systems are of two dimensional. In this ases, ontrol design for eah subsystemand stability analysis for the overall system will be quite di�erent. However, they are stillin the ategory of inter-onneted systems.
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Chapter 4Heavy-Duty Truk FollowingSummary: This hapter presents implementation of truk longitudinal ontrol for shortdistane following, whih is a very diÆult issue. The main diÆulties are (a) low power/massratio; (b) time delay aused by and internal engine ontrol and atuators like air brake; ()Prominent disturbane during gear shifting, wind and slight road grade; To overome thosediÆulties, a ompliated nonlinear vehile dynamis model has been adopted to redue themodel mismath on one hand. On the other hand, robust stability margin is enhaned inontrol design phase. A reliable and preise distane measurement is ritially required forautomated vehile following. This has been ahieved by �ltering and fusing both Dopplerradar and laser radar with Kalman �lter. Experimental work with two truks shows that thisapproah is e�etive. Two heavily loaded truks are used for onstant inter-vehile distanefollowing test. The ontroller performane is good even for 3[m℄ inter-vehile distane.Although, there are only two truks tested, there is still a string stability problem beausethe leader truk is following a referene speed trajetory. The pratial string stability studyin previous work still apply. Experimental work has been presented.4.1 IntrodutionBased on the hardware struture of heavy duty truks [4, 5, 12℄, previous work have on-sidered in detail the modeling and longitudinal ontrol design for a single automated truk[20, 22℄. A ompliated model is adopted there, (Figure 4.1) whih inlude: turbo-hargeddiesel engine, torque onverter, transmission, and braking system (engine brake, transmis-sion retarder and pneumati brake). Engine braking e�et, whih is aused by the mismathbetween engine speed and wheel speed when fuel is released and drive-line is engaged, is32



naturally uni�ed with Jake (ompression) brake e�et as a speial ase. The struture of theontroller an be divided into upper level ontrol and lower level ontrol. Upper level ontroluses sliding mode ontrol to generate desired engine/brake torque from desired vehile ael-eration. Lower level ontrol is divided into two branhes: (a) Engine Control: From positivedesired torque to desired fuel rate (or Torque Control Command). In the ase of former,using a stati engine mapping is used, whih aptures the intrinsi dynami performaneof the turbo-harged diesel engine; (b) Brake ontrol is to generate, from negative desiredtorque, to Jake-Brake-on time period, applied pneumati brake pressure, and applied voltageof transmission retarder. Suh a ompliated model has been validated by using losed-loopontrol of a single vehile to trak a pre-de�ned referene speed trajetory [22℄.This hapter is to report the researh and experimental work in longitudinal ontrol oftwo or more truks, whih is basially short inter-vehile distane following with radar/lidardistane sensing and using wireless ommuniation to pass information between vehiles andbetween eah vehile with oordination layer manager.The prominent di�erene between the ontroller of one vehile and that of multiplevehile following is the string stability. As disussed in [23℄ and the previous hapter, thebiggest enemy for string stability is time lag and pure time delay aused by sensors andatuators. Truk hardware related to longitudinal ontrol is very ompliated with largetime delays [22, 39℄. For Freightliner Century truks, time lag an be as large as 0:3[s℄.Pure time delay for engine input-to-torque-prodution an be as large as 0:3[s℄; For brakingsystem, transmission retarder: 0:5[s℄; Air brake: 0:6[s℄; Engine brake: 0:15[s℄. The synthetiapproah in [23℄ is used to guarantee the pratial string stability [23℄, and the stability andperformane the following vehile.Notations: The following notations are used throughout this hapter.xi(t) or simply (xi ) � position of vehile i in longitudinal diretion. All the vehiles arewith respet to a inertia frame.vi(t); ai(t)� speed and aeleration of vehile ihp1� time delay for obtaining front rangehp2� time delay for obtaining preeding vehile's speed and aelerationhl� time delay for on-ar sensor measuring and for ommuniation system to pass theleader vehile's distane, speed and aeleration to other vehilesLi is the desired inter-vehile distane with vehile length aounted forl� subsript for the leader vehileM� vehile mass�� road grade 33



Figure 4.1: Multiple transition between manual and automati ontrolTdes� desired torque from upper level ontrolTjk j� engine Jake brake torque when j ylinder is on, (j = 0; 2; 4; 6)T (des)b � desired brake torqueT (des)rtd � desired transmission retarder torqueDue to page limit, other notations, if not listed, are referred to [22℄.4.2 Control SystemsDue to the internal ontrol system struture of Century Freightliner, brake (inludingJake brake, transmission retarder and air brake) ontrol and engine ontrol are not diretlyaessible. Instead, it is neessary to send the ontrol ommand (properly saled) fromJ-1939 Bus to orresponding Control Modules.34



4.2.1 Upper Level ControlFor simpliity, suppose all the vehiles in the platoon has the same dynamis. Let thetraking errors are denoted as xe = xi�1 � xive = vi�1 � viae = ai�1 � aiSuppose the desired inter-vehile distane is L = onst: The sliding surfae is hosens = ve + k1 (xe � L) ; k1 > 0From any sliding reahability ondition :s= �(s) = ��s [22℄, the desired torque Tdes anbe solved out as Tdes = I(�s+k1ve+ai�1)rdrg + (rdTrtd+Tb+Fahr+Frhr+Mghr sin �)rdrg (4.2.1)whih generates the torque ontrol ommand.4.2.2 Lower Level ControlDue to internal engine ontrol, Tdes(> 0 ) is diretly fed into the ECM (Engine ControlModule). Detailed brake ontrol design has been presented in [22℄. The main logi tooordinate the EBS (Eletroni Braking System - air brake), Jake brake and transmissionretarder is to use engine brake with the highest priority, then the transmission retarder.Leave the air brake only used in braking to stop or in emergeny ases. Suppose the totaldesired braking torque on all wheels are Tbrk total.A variable struture braking system ontrol strategy has been implemented as follows.If Tbrk total � Tjk 0, no pneumati brake nor jake brake is neessary but throttle is released.If Tjk 0 < Tbrk total < Tjk 2, No jake brakeT (des)b + T (des)rtd = Tbrk total � Tjk 0If Tjk 2 � Tbrk total < Tjk 4, Jake brake with 2 ylinder ON andT (des)b + T (des)rtd = Tbrk total � Tjk 2If Tjk 4 � Tbrk total < Tjk 6, Jake brake with 4 ylinder ON andT (des)b + T (des)rtd = Tbrk total � Tjk 4If Tjk 6 � Tbrk total, Jake brake with 6 ylinder ON andT (des)b + T (des)rtd = Tbrk total � Tjk 635



4.3 Vehile Aeleration/deeleration CapabilityThe following table are Truk aeleration apability pratially ahieved under automationtrol whih is also apply to Bus. Table 4.1v [m=s℄ max aeleration [m=s2℄ (M = 36; 000kg) max aeleration [m=s2℄ (M = 15894)5:0 0:55 0:88:0 0:53 0:712:0 0:4 0:6518:0 0:244 0:625:0 0:11 0:1830:0 0:06 0:15

Figure 4.2: Estimation of aeleration limit for empty trukTrator/trailer Combination, Fully Loaded: M = 36; 000kg:Trator/trailer Combination, Empty trailer: M = 15894kg:36



Truk deeleration apability under automati ontrol is between 0:45 � 1:1[m=s2℄ fordi�erent ombination of weight from trailer only to fully loaded ombination.Suppose the maximum aeleration of the vehile ta speed v is amax(v) on at road. Thenthe vehile will have maximum aeleration apability on a road with grade �[rad℄amax (v; �) = amax(v)� g sin �4.4 Other Implementation Issues4.4.1 Measurement and Data FusionTo ahieve an aurate and reliable distane measure is ritial for automated vehileshort distane following. As redundant sensors, a Doppler radar, Eaton Vorad (EVT-300)and Denso Lidar are used for this purpose. The harateristis of those systems are listedin Table 1. Table 4.2NENSO Lidar EV T � 300Meas: priniple Distane based Relative speedNo: of traks 8 7Effetive range ~150[m℄ ~120[m℄V iew angle �20[deg℄ �6[deg℄Azimuth resol: 0:01[deg℄ 0:1[deg℄Longitude resol: 0:01[m℄ 0:2~2:0[m℄Weather effet Severe SmallThe following algorithms are used for signal proessing and data fusion.1. Target AssoiationThe main problem for vehile following using radar is to detet and trak the target vehilein the front. The ontroller requires to fous on distane measurement and estimation. Totrak the main target, i.e. the front vehile, di�erent laser beans may be used by lidar.Radar traking may also hange the target ID during traking. Besides, radar distane willdrop to zero when relative speed is or nearly zero. These harateristis determines thattarget assoiation tehniques are neessary. There is a di�erene between lidar and radarfor target assoiation whih is based on their measurement priniple.37



Algorithm for radar target assoiation: Let range[I℄; rate[I℄; and az[I℄, I = 1; 2; :::7denote radar distane, relative speed and azimuth measurement. trak ID denote the traknumber for the front vehile.Step 1. To hoose initial trak: For J = 1; 2; :::7, if range[J ℄ > 1:0 and range[J ℄ < 100:0then trak ID = J . If there are more than one trak number satisfy these onditions, thenusing smallest one as the most likely target traking.Step 2. Target assoiation: For radar, start from the initial trak. At eah step, letrate[trak ID℄ and az[trak ID℄ represent the deteted front vehile range and azimuthrespetively. For suÆiently small parameter "1; "2 > 0, ifjrate[trak ID℄� rate[J ℄j = minifjrate[trak ID℄� rate[i℄jgjaz[trak ID℄� az[J ℄j = minifjaz[tak ID℄� az[i℄jgjrate[trak ID℄� rate[J ℄j � "1jaz[trak ID℄� az[J ℄j � "2then , range[J ℄, rate[J ℄ and az[J ℄ are onsidered as the new measure of the trak of thefront target.For single target traking, this algorithm is reasonable. For multiple target traking, theun-used measure should be put into new traks and the above proess is to be arried foreah trak established.Step 3. Set trak ID = J and go to the Step 2. If at least one of the last two onditionsare violated, then a measurement error will be reported whih may indiate that the radartarget traking has a problem.For lidar, the above algorithm still apply exept that, (a) the total number of trak is 8;(b) The rate is hanged to longitudinal distane and az is hanged to lateral distane. Thehoie of parameters depends on design requirement.2. Signal ProessingFor both lidar and radar distane measurement in the established traking, digital �lters[28℄ are used for smoothing the distane measures. Partiularly, the following �lters are used:(a) Reursive type: xn = �xn + (1� �)xn�1(b) Low pass �lter:x1(n) = 0:4320x1(n� 1)� 0:3474x1(n� 1) + 0:1210rgm(n)x2(n) = 0:3474x1(n� 1) + 0:9157x1(n� 1) + 0:0294rgm(n)y(n) = 0:4984x1(n� 1) + 2:7482x2(n� 1) + 0:0421rgm(n)38



where x1(n); x2(n) are �lter state variables, rgm(n) is range measure at time n. y(n) is�ltered range at time n.Figure 4.3 shows the radar raw data and �ltered data after using the above �lter.
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Figure 4.3: Eaton Vorad radar �lteringLower: raw range and range-rate; Upper: �ltered range and range rate3. Data FusionThe purpose for data fusion is to ahieve a more reliable and aurate measure by meansof sensor redundany. Due to the harateristis of the two types of distane sensors, theirmeasurement are omplementary in some sense. The following three tehniques are used indata fusion of radar and lidar.(a) Using lidar distane measure to ompensate for radar distane measure when relativevehile speed is zero. In this ase, radar measure will drop to zero while lidar still have agood measurement if the weather is reasonable. It is simply to use the average of previousstep radar measure and urrent lidar measure to replae the lost radar measure. (b) If oneset report error status, the measure naturally shift to the other. () A Kalman �lter is usedto fuse those two distane measures in normal ases [3℄.39



Let yL(n); and yR(n) denote the �ltered lidar range and radar range respetively at timestep n; Let yLR(n) denote the Kalman �lter estimation of ombined radar and lidar signalat time step (n� 1). The Kalman �lter is onstruted as the following "preditor-orretor"struture: x(n) = �2yL(n)�2yL(n) + �2yR(n) yR(n)yLR(n) = x(n) +K(n) [yL(n)� x(n)℄K(n) = �2yR(n)�2yL(n) + �2yR(n)where �2yL(n); �2yR(n) are variane of lidar and radar distane measurement respetively.Figure 4.4 shows the �ltering and fusion of radar, lidar distane measurement. Thefollowing notations are sued in the �gure: vrd range: Eaton Vorad radar rage; vrd rt: EatonVorad radar rage rate; lid rg: Lidar range t; �ltered K-F: Fused distane using Kalman�lter.Explanation of the �gure: Upper 1st plot: red is the raw radar range data and greenis �ltered radar range; 2nd plot: red is the radar range rate and the green is �ltered radarrange rate; 3rd plot: red is Lidar range raw data and the green is �ltered lidar range; Thelower plot: The green is �ltered radar range (orresponding the green in the 1st plot), themagenta is �ltered lidar range (orresponding to the blue in the 3rd plot) and the blue isthe fused lidar and radar range by the Kalman �lter. The abrupt hange of radar range asindiated in the last plot does not a�et the fused range.4.4.2 Wireless Communiation802.11b wireless systems are used for inter-vehile ommuniation. The update rate is20[ms℄. The information passed from the leader vehile to the following vehiles involve:vehile speed, aeleration, pedal deetion, brake pressure, maneuver des, maneuver id,and fault mode;maneuver des: An integer to speify the desired maneuver of the vehile assigned by theoordination layer manager;maneuver id: Pratial maneuver the subjet vehile is doing;fault mode; An integer to represent di�erent faults inluding: radar, lidar, ommunia-tion, brake atuator, engine speed, vehile speed, et. For eah ritial omponent, there isa fault detet mehanism to report if they are working properly.40
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Figure 4.4: Kalman �lter used for data fusion4.5 Experimental WorkIn the test, the �rst truk is fully loaded (M = 31795[kg℄) and the seond truk is halfloaded (M = 22226[kg℄). A nearly at test trak has total length 2250[m℄: Speed rangetested is: 5 � 55[mph℄: Inter-vehile distane tested is between: 3 � 10[m℄Combined braking system tested Air brake (EBS), Jake brake and Transmission retarder.The seond truk has modi�ed EBS Box with no minimal brake value, but the �rst truk hasa minimal brake torque whih produes deeleration of 0:25[m=s2℄. This hardware onstraintbehaves as a prominent disturbane and a�ets the performane somehow.Maximum deeleration range tested 0:45 � 0:9[m=(s2)℄: For safety, the distane is intentlyinreased when the desired distane is 3[m℄ while the vehile is braking to stop.Eah run has 3 �gures.Units & notations used in the following �gures are:spd: speed [mph℄dist: distane 41



dist err: distane error [m℄spd err: speed error [m/s℄Color used in plotting:red - 1st vehilegreen 2nd vehileThe x-oordinate is time in seond.It is noted that, in the following �gures, air brake pressure is intently plotted from �20[s℄to show that air brake is applied before t = 0 (the instant when the vehile start to move).Other plots in eah run are plotted from t = 0[s℄ instead.

Figure 4.5:4.6 Conluding RemarksBased on the modeling and ontrol design in previous work [20, 22℄, this hapter presentsthe implementation issues of longitudinal ontrol of automated truks for short distane42



Figure 4.6:following. Researh results for pratial string stability disussed in [23℄ or previous hapteris used here, whih takes into onsideration the time delays aused by sensors and atuators.The remaining issue for vehile following are: distane measurement and estimation, wirelessommuniation. Linear �lter and Kalman �lter are used for �ltering and fusion of radarand lidar data in real-time. Although, there are only two truks tested, onsidering thatthe �rst truk is following a referene trajetory, there is still a string stability problem.Extensive test has been done, whih involves di�erent following distane between 3 � 10[m℄,di�erent aeleration and deeleration, and di�erent maximum speed. Results show that theperformane of the ontroller is good.Work in this hapter will be extended to three or more truks in the future.
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Chapter 5Transition ManeuversSummary: This hapter onsiders real-time algorithm and implementation for longitu-dinal ontrol transition between manual and automati driving for a single vehile. Thismaneuver is fundamental for developing driver assistane system and for the driver to in-terat with the ontrol system of the vehile. From automati to manual ontrol is easy toahieve. The main ontrol problem involved is the transition from manual to automati. Itmay be divided into two phases: ontrol systems withing and dynami trajetory planning.The swithing inludes hardware swithing, logial ontrol and state variable initialization.Emphasis is put on trajetory planning with others briey disussed. The mathematialproblem is to �nd a ontinuously di�erentiable urve whih is tangent to the manual ontrolspeed urve at the time instant of swithing and also tangent to a referene speed trajetoryfor automati ontrol. The referene trajetory is known but the speed pro�le of manualdriving is not known a priori. It is shown that there always exists suh a urve, whih anbe omposed of three piees of sinusoidal urves, for example. Implementation related issuesare briey disussed. Dynami trajetory planning here is another typial example enoun-tered in vehile oordination in the sense that the trajetory planning must be subjet toappropriate onstraints, mainly aeleration/deeleration apability, at di�erent speed.Experimental results on full sale passenger ar and Heavy-Duty-Truks are also pre-sented.5.1 IntrodutionWith the development of longitudinal and lateral ontrol for automated highway systems(AHS) [6, 31, 33, 34, 37℄, or other kinds of intelligent transportation systems [18℄, one48



problem that arises naturally is the transition between manual and automati driving. Beforeentering AHS, all vehiles need transition from manual to automati ontrol. Here transitionis understood as a proedure whih brings manual ontrol of a single vehile (single agent) toompletely automati ontrol. Multiple transitions between manual and automati may alsobe neessary in pratie in ase the driver needs to takeover in some situations and transitionbak to automati in other ases. The transition from automati to manual is relatively easyfrom the ontrol design point of view beause the driver takes the responsibility for thedynami response of the vehile. The main ontrol problem is the smooth transition frommanual to automati ontrol. Here a transition maneuver is onduted for a single vehile.The transition proedure an be divided into two phases: ontrol system swithing andtrajetory planning. The former inludes hardware swithing, logial ontrol and state vari-able initialization. The rux is the trajetory planning, whih is to �nd a ontinuouslydi�erentiable speed urve suh that is it tangent to both the end point of the manual drivingspeed urve and some point on the automatially ontrolled referene trajetory. One mainpurpose of this hapter is to provide a general real-time algorithm for trajetory planing.Implementation and real-time testing will be addressed briey.This hapter is organized as follows: Setion 2 spei�es the ontrol problem for the tran-sition maneuver; Setion 3 sets up mathematial models and provides real-time algorithmsfor transition of a single vehile; Setion 4 presents implementation and real-time test issues;Setion 5 is for onluding remarks.Notations: The following notations are used throughout of the hapter.t� time parametert0� time instant for the vehile to transition from manual to automati ontrolv (t0)� speed for the subjet vehile at t = t0a (t0)� aeleration for the subjet vehile at t = t0vauto(t)� referene speed pro�le for automated vehile�� time parameter for referene speed pro�leaauto(t) = :vauto (t) (ontinuous)vref (t)� referene speed trajetory for the subjet vehile to be designedv(1)ref (t)� referene speed trajetory for t 2 [t0; t0 + T1)v(2)ref (t)� referene speed trajetory for t 2 [t0 + T1; t0 + T1 + T2)v(3)ref (t)� referene speed trajetory for t 2 [t0 + T1 + T2; t0 + T1 + T2 + T3℄aref (t) = :vref (t) (to be ontinuous)a(i)ref (t) = :v(i)ref (t) ; (i = 1; 2; 3)� (to be ontinuous)amax (v)� is the maximum aeleration apability of the vehile under automati ontrol49



dmax (v)� is the maximum deeleration apability of the vehile under automati ontrolC1� the set of ontinuously di�erentiable funtionsT� time span for transition5.2 Spei�ationThe priniples for longitudinal transition ontrol are stated as follows.1. It is for the operation of a single vehile;2. Its ontroller has a known C1 speed pro�le. The ontinuity for aeleration urve isneessary for two reasons:(2-a) For passenger vehile, it is for omfort. Vehile jerk is bounded only if aelerationis ontinuous;(2-b) For heavy-duty vehile, disontinuity of aeleration/deeleration is easy to auseontrol ommand saturation, whih leads to the loss of ontrollability.3. The driver should be able to transition from manual driving mode to a ompletelyautomati driving mode for some bounded onditions of speed, aeleration and jerk basedon safety and passenger's omfort;4. Multiple transitions: The driver may exeute multiple transitions between manualand automati ontrol modes if neessary in pratie.5.3 TransitionsThe transition from manual to automati ontrol needs two steps:Step 1: Control system swithing: It involves hardware swithing, logial ontrol, vehilestate initialization and automati losed-loop ontrol ativation. Here vehile state inludesall the state variables in ontrol systems (hardware and software).Step 2: Trajetory planning: This is neessary beause there should be a smooth tran-sition proess between manual ontrol and automati ontrol. An automati losed-loopontrol system for a vehile usually takes a known speed pro�le as a referene trajetory fedinto the ontroller. This referene trajetory an be a pre-de�ned C1 (ontinuously di�eren-tiable) funtion based on the vehile aeleration/deeleration apability and the ontrollerbandwidth. The initial onditions of the ontrol system must fall into a spei� region(stability margin) to ensure losed-loop stability, bounding the ase in whih the driver ispermitted to swith from manual to automati ontrol.50



5.3.1 Control System SwithingThis proess involves logial ontrol and vehile state initialization. To understand this,it is helpful to introdue the onept of the vehile state, whih is a vetor omposed of thefollowing entries: v(t)�vehile speed, a(t)� aeleration and b(t)� jerk (b(t) = :a (t)).For transition, a mutually exlusive three way logial ontrol is neessary:(1) Manual mode: It is neessary for a vehile to run in a normal highway system,suburban area and before entering the AHS.(2) Automati mode: Driver annot take over by simply pressing the throttle or brakepedal; This mode is neessary to exlude the possibility of driver's taking over in a onditionunder whih he/she is not likely to be able to ontrol the vehile adequately.short inter-vehile distane platoon maneuver.(3) Automati mode, but the driver an overtake manually by pressing the aeleratoror brake pedal in the following sense:Throttle ontrol:fuel rate = max fpedal defletion; ontrol ommandgBrake ontrol:brk: press: = max fpedal defletion; ontrol ommandgThis mode is neessary for transitions between manual and automati and for emergenyhandling.Logial ontrol is very ritial for transition between those modes. It guarantees that atany time instant, all the state variables and ontrol algorithms must stik to one and onlyone mode.For smooth transition from one mode to the other and to ensure stability of the ontrolsystem, it is neessary and suÆient to set the initial state of the next mode as the �nal stateof the urrent mode. Suh logial ontrol and initialization in real-time an be implementedwith the following general mehanism whih is appliable to transition between n exlusivemodes.Suppose a deision is made that the transition is from mode k to mode l, where l; k 2f1 ; :::; ng. The following semantis implement the ontrol system swith in real-time. sw i jis the swith for the Semaphores [1℄ while trans i j=ON means the state variables are totransition from state i to state j. The latter is the ommand issued by some hardware swithor Human Mahine Interfae. 51



(a) Variable delaration and initialization:for i=1:n;mode j ontrol = OFF;for j=1:n;sw i j=OFF;trans i j=OFF.;endend(b) Initialization and ontrol for the transition proess (t = t0):sw k l=ON;for i=1:n;for j=1:n;if (sw k l == ON)state l is initialized as the �nal value of state k;transition start time is initialized;sw k l=OFF;mode k ontrol = OFF;trans k l = ON;endendend() Temporary period (t 2 [t0; t0 + T ℄):if (trans k l == ON;)using temporary trajetory planning;if (vref = vauto && aref = aauto)trans k l = OFF;mode l ontrol = ON;endend(d) Exeute mode l ontrol algorithm (t > t0 + T )for i=1:nif (mode l ontrol = ON)mode l ontrol algorithm;...end 52



end5.3.2 Trajetory PlanningSuppose the ontrol mode transition is invoked at t = t0 and the trajetory smoothingwill be �nished at t = t0 + T with T to be determined. From t > t0 + T the automatedvehile is assumed to trak its long-term referene trajetory. The transition (smoothing)referene trajetory for t 2 [t0; t0 + T ℄ isvref (t0) = vman (t0)aref (t0) = aman (t0)vref (t0 + T ) = vauto (t0 + T )aref (t0 + T ) = aauto (t0 + T )�dmax (vref) � :vref (t) � amax (vref) (5.3.1)where vref (t) and aref (t) (ontinuous) are referene speed and aeleration of the subjetvehile respetively. In (5.3.1) the �rst two are for ompatibility of initial onditions (tangentat point a in Figure 5.1) and the third and fourth are for ompatibility of �nal onditions(tangent at point b in Figure 5.1). The last onstraint omes from the ontrol system andvehile's physial aeleration/deeleration apability.Now the mathematial problem for the temporary trajetory planing an be stated asfollows: to �nd a T and a C1 funtion vref (t) suh that all the onditions in (5.3.1) aresatis�ed assuming that vauto (t) is known.There are altogether nine ases for trajetory planning whih orrespond to manualdriving aeleration state at the time the transition is invoked:aman (t0)8><>: > 0= 0< 0and automated operation aeleration state at the ompletion of the smooth transition:aauto(t0 + T )8><>: > 0= 0< 0Now the trajetory planning is arried out in three disjoint subintervals[t0; T ℄ = [t0; t0 + T1) [ [t0 + T1; t0 + T1 + T2)53



Figure 5.1: Temporary trajetory planning is neessary for transition.[ [t0 + T1 + T2; t0 + T1 + T2 + T3℄T = T1 + T2 + T3Ti � 0; i = 1; 2; 3where Ti(i = 1; 2; 3) are to be determined.In the following approah, the temporary trajetory is omposed of 3 setions of sinusoidalurves. This approah is adopted for the following reasons:(a) Suh a general C1 solution always exists;(b) It is easy to ontrol the magnitude of :vref (t) by varying the magnitude and frequenyof the sinusoidal funtions;() It is easy for implementation.
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1. For t 2 [t0; t0 + T1), v(1)ref (t) is hosen as
v(1)ref (t) =

8>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>:
vman (t0) h1 + sin��(t�t0)2T1 �iif aman (t0) > 0vman (t0) ; if aman (t0) = 0vman (t0) h1 + sin��(t�t0)2T1 � ��iif aman (t0) < 0 (5.3.2)

Clearly, v(1)ref (t0) = 8><>: vman (t0) ; if aman (t0) > 0vman (t0) ; if aman (t0) = 0vman (t0) ; if aman (t0) < 0whih implies that the transition is ontinuous at t = t0.Correspondinglya(1)ref (t) = 8>><>>: �vman(t0)2T1 os��(t�t0)2T1 � ; if aman (t0) > 00; if aman (t0) = 0�vman(t0)2T1 os��(t�t0)2T1 � �� ; if aman (t0) < 0t 2 [t0; t0 + T1)For suh hoie a(1)ref (t0 + T1) = 8><>: 0 ; if aman (t0) > 00; if aman (t0) = 00; if aman (t0) < 0and aman (t0) = :v(1)ref (t0) = 8><>: �vman(t0)2T1 ; if aman (t0) > 00; if aman (t0) = 0��vman(t0)2T1 ; if aman (t0) < 0 (5.3.3)from whih T1 is determined as followsT1 = 8><>: �vman(t0)2aman(t0) ; if aman (t0) > 00; if aman (t0) = 0��vman(t0)2aman(t0) ; if aman (t0) < 055



It is noted that at t = t0 + T1v(1)ref (t0 + T1) = 8><>: 2vman (t0) ; if aman (t0) > 0vman (t0) ; if aman (t0) = 00; if aman (t0) < 0a(1)ref (t0 + T1) = 8><>: 0; if aman (t0) > 00; if aman (t0) = 00; if aman (t0) < 0whih will be used later.For suh a plan, v(1)ref(t) is tangent to vman (t) at t = t0:2. For t 2 [t0 + T1 + T2; t0 + T1 + T2 + T3), v(3)ref (t) will be hosen suh that it istangent to vauto (�) at � = �f , where both vauto (�f) and aauto (�f) are known. Note that� is the time parameter for the long term automated driving speed pro�le. For real-timeimplementation, it needs to be mapped to the real-time parameter t. �f may be hosen tominimize ���vauto (�f )� v(1)ref(t0 + T1)���2 + ���aauto (�f )� a(1)ref (t0 + T1)���2For so hosen vauto (�f ) and aauto (�f), the referene trajetory in the third sub-intervalan be hosen as
v(3)ref (t) =

8>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>:
vauto (�f ) h1 + sin��(t�(t0+T1+T2))2T3 � �2�iif aauto (�f) > 0vauto (�f ) ; if aauto (�f) = 0vauto (�f )�1� sin��(t�(t0+T1+T2))2T3 � �2��if aauto (�f) < 0 (5.3.4)

�f = t0 + T1 + T2 + T3 = t0 + TClearly, the �nal ondition v(3)ref (�f ) = vauto (�f )is satis�ed. Besides,
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a(3)ref (t) =
8>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>:

�2T3 vauto (�f ) os��(t�(t0+T1+T2))2T3 � �2�if aauto (�f) > 00; if aauto (�f ) = 0� �2T3 vauto (�f) os��(t�(t0+T1+T2))2T3 � �2�if aauto (�f) < 0a(3)ref (t0 + T1 + T2) = 8><>: 0; if aauto (�f ) > 00; if aauto (�f ) = 00; if aauto (�f ) < 0and a(3)ref (�f ) = 8><>: �2T3 vauto (�f ) ; if aauto (�f) > 00; if aauto (�f ) = 0� �2T3 vauto (�f) ; if aauto (�f) < 0The ontinuous ondition for aeleration requires thata(3)ref (�f ) = aauto (�f )whih leads to T3 = 8>>><>>>: �vauto(�f)2aauto(�f) ; if aauto (�f ) > 00; if aauto (�f ) = 0��vauto(�f)2aauto(�f) ; if aauto (�f ) < 0This determines T3.Besides, v(3)ref (t0 + T1 + T2) = 8><>: 0; if aauto (�f ) > 0vauto (�f) ; if aauto (�f) = 02vauto (�f ) ; if aauto (�f ) < 0whih will be used in next step.3. For t 2 [t0 + T1; t0 + T1 + T2℄, suppose v(2)ref(t) is obtained by C1�interpolating theend point of v(1)ref(t) and the starting point of v(3)ref(t) asv(2)ref(t) = (1� � (t)) v(1)ref (t0 + T1)+� (t) v(3)ref (t0 + T1 + T2) (5.3.5)57



Then :v(2)ref (t) = � :� (t) v(1)ref (t0 + T1)+ :� (t) vauto (t+ T1 + T2)t 2 [t0 + T1; t0 + T1 + T2℄ (5.3.6)The problem beomes to �nd a C1 funtion � (t) suh that� (t0) = 0� (t0 + T ) = 1sign � :� (t)� = onst; t 2 [t0 + T1; t0 + T1 + T2℄ (5.3.7)Let �(t) = 0:5� 0:5 os�� (t� (t0 + T1))T2 �t 2 [t0 + T1; t0 + T1 + T2℄:� (t) = � �2T2 sin � (t� (t0 + T1))TIt an be heked that all the onditions in (5.3.7) are satis�ed. Furthermore, T2 is hosensuh that �dmax (vref) � � sin��(t�(t0+T1))T2 ��v(1)ref (t0+T1)�vauto(t+T1+T2)�2T2� amax (vref)To satisfy this, it is suÆient that����v(1)ref (t0+T1)�vauto(t+T1+T2)���2T2 � minfamax (vref) ; dmax (vref)gwhih is the only onstraint for T2. Note that this ondition an be heked in real-time.Combining all the three steps, the following result is obtained.Theorem 5.1 For temporary trajetory planning of vehile ontrol mode transition, aC1 referene trajetory vref (t) always exists asvref (t) = 8>>><>>>: v(1)ref (t) ; t 2 [t0; t0 + T1)v(2)ref (t) ; t 2 [t0 + T1; t0 + T1 + T2)v(3)ref (t) ; t 2 [t0 + T1 + T2; t0 + T ℄vauto (t� (t0 + T ) + �f) ; t > t0 + Twhih is tangent to both vman (t) at t = t0 and to vauto(t) at t = t0 + T:Proof. As the arguments above. �The result is depited as Figure 5.2.Remark 5.1 This approah is always e�etive beause vauto (t) is known. If vauto (t) isunknown, it fails. 58



Figure 5.2: Trajetory planning for transition5.4 An Alternative ApproahSuppose the transition is to be arried out within time interval t 2 [t0; t0 + T ℄. It isinteresting to onsider the if it is possible for the transition trajetory to be omposed of�nite number of, say m, setions of paraboli urvegi(t) = ait2 + bit+ isuh that the following onditions hold:(1) The overall urve is vref (t) = 8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
g1(t); t 2 [t0; t1℄:::gi(t); t 2 [ti�1; ti℄:::gm(t); t 2 [tm�1; tm℄t0 < t1 < ::: < tm = t0 + T59



(2) g1 (t0) = vman (t0):g1 (t0) = aman (t0)gi (ti�1) = gi�1 (ti�1):gi (ti�1) = :gi�1 (ti�1)i = 2; :::; mgm (t0 + T ) = vauto (t0 + T ):gm (t0 + T ) = aauto (t0 + T ) (5.4.1)
(3) �dmax (vref) � :gi (t) � amax (vref)i = 1; :::; mOr equivalently �dmax (vref) � ait + bi � amax (vref)i = 1; :::; m (5.4.2)Remark 5.2 Condition (1) states that vref(t) is omposed of m setions of paraboliurves; (2) states that suh a urve is C1 and is tangent to manual driving speed urveand the pre-designed referene urve at time points t = t0 and t = t0 + T respetively; (3)represents the bounded ondition for aeleration.The �rst question is: What is the minimum number m to ahieve suh a smooth onne-tion?If m = 1, there are 3 parameters (a1; b1; 1) to be determined while (5.4.1) has 6 ondi-tions. In general, it is impossible to hoose those 3 parameters suh that (5.4.1) is satis�ed.If m = 2, there are 6 parameters and 6 onditions in (5.4.1) whih an be represented asAx = Bwhere x = [a1; b1; 1; a2; b2; 2℄>

A = 2666666664
t20 t0 1 0 0 02t0 1 0 0 0 0t21 t1 1 �t21 �t1 �12t1 1 0 �2t1 �1 00 0 0 (t0 + T )2 t0 + T 10 0 0 2 (t0 + T ) 1 0

377777777560



B = [vman (t0) ; aman (t0) ; 0; 0; vauto (t0 + T ) ; aauto (t0 + T )℄>To have a solution, it is neessary and suÆient to hoose t1 2 [t0; t0 + T ℄ suh that A isnon-singular. In this ase, x = A�1Bwhih is a unique solution.To satisfy ondition (5.4.2), it is neessary to restrit the length of time interval [t0; t0+T ℄. This is the disadvantage ompared to the previous approah.Ifm = 3, there are 9 parameters and 8 onditions. In this ase, the solution is not unique.Again, it is neessary to restrit the length of time interval [t0; t0 + T ℄ to satisfy ondition(5.4.2). Besides, matrix A must satisfy some rank onditionrank[A;B℄ = rank[A℄Although this an be heked by symboli omputation, the approah is non-trivial.5.5 Implementation5.5.1 Hardware RequirementsFor transition ontrol, the following hardware requirements are minimal:(1) Human mahine interfaes are available for ativating braking and aeleration (on-trol atuators) respetively;(2) Through the automated ontrol state data base, the ontrol atuator swith on/o�should be aknowledged to the ontroller so that ontroller will be able to exeute automationtrol at the time instant of ontrol mode swithing;(3) All the longitudinal sensors an be ativated and data readings are available duringmanual driving mode;(4) Ability to run the longitudinal ontroller ontinuously in the bakground withoutatually ativating fuel/brake atuator during manual driving mode;The algorithm for transition of a single agent has been tested by using a full size au-tomated Buik Le Sabre. The longitudinal ontroller used is that reported in [25℄. Testresults for multiple transitions between manual and automati ontrol are shown in Figure5.3. Manual and automati ontrol modes on/o� are also shown.61



Figure 5.3: Multiple transition between manual and automati ontrolIn the �rst plot, solid line is the overall referene trajetory and the dash-dotted line isvehile speed trajetory. Seond plot is for manual and automati ontrol swith whih is1 if automati is swithed on and 0 otherwise. Some transitions started when vehile is ataeleration mode and some at zero or deeleration mode. Dynami trajetory planning androbustness of the ontroller guarantee the stability and smooth transitions between thosemodes. Proper logial ontrol ensures the ompatibility of all the modes.Suh implementation has been implemented and tuned for Truks even for high speed.as mentioned before, HDT has very limited aeleration apability at high speed. To makethe vehile following desired speed pro�le at any speed range between 5�60[mph℄, dynam-ial trajetory planning is ritial so that the torque ontrol ommand saturation an bee�etively avoided. This means that, the dynami trajetory planning for HDT transitionmust be subjet to a severe onstraints at time.62



5.6 Conluding RemarksLongitudinal transition ontrol onsidered here is suitable for multiple transitions of asingle vehile between manual and automati driving. For losed-loop ontrol stability andpassenger's omfort, smooth transitions are neessary between the two modes. To ahievethis, three key steps are neessary in the ontrol proedure beside hardware swithing. (a)Vehile state variables must be properly initialized; (b) A logial ontrol needs to guaranteethat the ontrol algorithms are in one and only one mode as direted; () A ontinuouslydi�erentiable speed urve must be dynamially planned in real-time whih is tangent to themanual driving speed urve at the end point and also to the long-term automated referenespeed urve at some point. A general algorithm for suh trajetory planning is provided.The result has been suessfully implemented with Buik Le Sabre at PATH.
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Chapter 6Other Maneuver DevelopmentAs disussed in previous setion, vehile following is the fundamental maneuver. Besides,some other basi maneuvers are neessary to develop.Notations:a(ref)i � desired referene aeleration/deelerationdi(v; �); ai(v; �)� maximum deeleration/aeleration apabilityv(ref)i � desired referene speedPi; i = 1; 2; 3� vehile IDv(t)� merging vehile speed, measurablevmd(t)� desired speed of merging vehile, to be determinedvp(t)� speed of the leader vehile in the platoon on main lane, measurablex(t); xmd(t)� virtual distane between the leader vehile and the merging vehiletmerg� time instant for longitudinal merging ontrol algorithm to startTmerg� time instant when merging is ompleted (real merge)Tvirt� time instant when a virtual platoon is formed but merging is not ompletedQstart 1; Qstart 2� vehile positions on main lane and merging lane when t = tmerg, re-spetivelyQvirt 1; Qvirt 2� virtual positions in main lane and merging lane at whih virtual platoonis formedldes follow� desired inter-vehile distane after mergingli� physial length of vehile Pi; i = 1; 2; 3:
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6.1 Splitting/JoiningSplitting maneuver is for the following vehile deelerate to inrease the inter-vehiledistane. Beause truk/bus deeleration apability is omparable to that of passenger arsfor low to medium deeleration. Thus the splitting algorithm used for automated passengerars an also be used for truk/but without muh modi�ation.For joining maneuver, the situation will be quite di�erent beause, the following vehilehas to aelerate to redue the inter-vehile distane. On the other hand, truk/but has verylimited aeleration apability partiularly at high speed. This onstraint need to be takeninto onsideration in pratie. The next is to show how to use the optimization proeduredesribed in Chapter 2 to obtain a referene trajetory in real-time for truk/bus joiningmaneuver.Due to the limitation of software, a simple example is onsidered. For multiple vehileoordination, researh is under going and will be presented next paper. As an example forthe maneuver design strategy, onsider the join maneuver between two vehiles. The goalof the ontrol law in a join maneuver is to derease the initial relative distane betweenthe preeding platoon (or vehile) and the following platoon (or vehile) to a desired inter-platoon spaing Lref . The relative speed should be zero at the end of the join maneuver. Inthis example, two vehiles are ruising with a presribed veloity vp(T0) = 60[mph℄ initiallyand the following vehile tries to redue the inter-vehile distane by 3[m℄ while the leadingvehile moves with onstant veloity vp. Relation between aeleration and veloity in (??)was obtained from a driving test.Step 1. Initial Estimate Using Parameterized TrajetoryFor the initial value estimate, we use the similar parameterization as Fig. 3-4. Thentotal maneuver time will be (p1+4 � p3+2 � p4+ p5)and the integration of the absolute valueof aeleration be 2 � p2 � (p3 + p4). The relevant ost funtion and onstraints in (??) anthus be expressed using the parameters p1 � p5:The performane index is:J = �1 (p1 + 4p3 + 2p4 + p5) + �2p2 (p3 + p4)The onstraints are:L0 + p2 (p3 + p4) (2p3 + p4 + 2p5) = L(ref)p2 � amaxv0 � p2 (p3 + p4) � vmin65



v0 � p2 (p3 + p4) � vmax:ades � :amaxFigure 6.1 shows a numerial example of the initial estimate of referene aelerationpro�le and Figure 6.2 is the orresponding veloity pro�le for join maneuver assuming zeroroad grade. vmax = 65[mph℄. Initially, the nominal maximum aeleration is assumed to be0:3m=s2 and the maximum jerk amax = 0:3m=s3.

Figure 6.1: Aeleration pro�le: Initial EstimateStep 2. Iterative Computation with ConstraintsSuppose that there is road grade as shown in Figure 6.3 Figgure 6.4 represent initial ve-loity pro�le and veloity limit and vmax(�) is obtained using (??)�(??). Initial estimate ofveloity does not violate the onstraints. However, in Figure 6.5, initial estimate of aeler-ation shows the possible atuator saturation in the position range 50� 100[m℄. Figure 6.3 �6.7 are new design values obtained from numerial iteration. Both veloity and aelerationsatisfy the onstraints on them. 66



Figure 6.2: Veloity pro�le: Initial estimate6.2 Automated MergingAs another example, onsider the automated vehile merging maneuver. Automatedvehile merging is de�ned as the entrane of merging vehile from on-ramp into a platoonof vehiles in the main lane [14, 24℄. A general road layout is depited as in Figure 6.8.6.2.1 Mathematial Modeling for MergingThe main problem for vehile merging is to determine a desired syntheti aeleration forthe merging vehile from whih throttle ontrol ommand and brake ontrol ommand anbe determined. The desired syntheti aeleration is eventually determined by the desiredspeed vmd(t) for a ontroller. This vmd(t) should be determined by the speed vp(t) of theleader vehile in the platoon in the main lane as well as relative positions of the relevantvehiles at the time instant when merging maneuver starts. The original mathematialproblem is a 2-point-boundary-value type whih has no numerial solution suitable for real-67



Figure 6.3: Road gradetime implementation. To avoid this diÆulty, a onept of virtual platooning is introdued[14℄.A virtual platoon means that at some time instant Tvirttmerg � Tvirt � TmergPi arrives at Qvirt i as shown in Figure 3. At this point, the following onditions are satis�ed:vmd (Tvirt) = vp(Tvirt)amd (Tvirt) = ap(Tvirt)jQvirt 1Q0j+ l1 + ldes follow = jQvirt 2Q0jThen for t 2 [Tvirt; Tmerg℄, it is suÆient thatvmd (t) = vp(t)amd (t) = ap(t)for a real platoon to be formed at the time instant when P2 arrives at Q0. The onditionsan be stated as follows: 68



Figure 6.4: Initial veloity estimateThere exist time instant Tvirt and point Qvirt 1 between Qstart 1 and Q0 and Qvirt 2between Qstart 2 and Q0 suh that vmd(tmerg) = v(tmerg)R Tvirttmerg vp(t)dt = jQstart 1QvirtjR Tvirttmerg vmd(t)dt = jQstart 2QvirtjjQvirt 1Q0j+ (l1 + ldes follow) = jQvirt 2Q0jvmd (Tvirt) = vp(Tvirt)amd (Tvirt) = ap(Tvirt) (6.2.1)
6.2.2 Real-time AlgorithmThe algorithm is stated in the following theorem whih has been proved in [14℄ andprimarily implemented in real-time [24℄.Theorem 6.1 Suppose that(1) time response of the known longitudinal ontroller is fast enough and speed anddistane traking error is small enough, i.e.a (t) � amd(t)69



Figure 6.5: Initial aeleration estimatev (t) � vmd(t) (6.2.2)x(t) � xmd(t)for t 2 [tmerg; Tmerg℄;(2) jQstart 1Q0j and jQstart 2Q0j are long enough, or equivalently, the time interval [tmerg; Tmerg℄is long enough to adjust the speed and distane of the merging vehile;(3) The positions of the speially oded magnets and vehile length satisfy the followingondition dist para = jQstart 1Q0j � jQstart 2Q0j+ l1 + ldes follow > 0 (6.2.3)(4) There exists T � tmerg suh thatZ ttmerg �vp(s)� v(tmerg)� ds � 2 dist para (6.2.4)hold for t � T:
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Figure 6.6: Desired veloity(5) The following referene speed for P2 is fed into the longitudinal ontrollervmd(t) = ( (1� �(t)) v(tmerg) + �(t) vp (t) ; tmerg � t � Tvirtvp(t); Tvirt < t � Tmerg�0(t) = R ttmerg vp(s)dsR ttmerg v(s)ds+dist para�(t) = ��0 (t); � > 0 (6.2.5)
Then virtual platoon is guaranteed to be formed for some � > 0. i.e. there exist aonstant � > 0 , a time instant Tvirt 2 [tmerg; Tmerg℄ and points Qvirt 1 and Qvirt 2 suh thatjQvirt iQ0j � jQstart iQ0j ; i = 1; 2and all the onditions in (6.2.1) are satis�ed. Besides, vmd(t) has the same smoothnessproperty as vp(t).6.2.3 Coordination LayerSuppose that a vehile approah a on-ramp and request a merging maneuver. It sends amessage to establish a ommuniation protool with the nearest oordination layer manager.71



Figure 6.7: Desired aelerationUpon reeiving the request, based on the information from the vehile and urrent state ofthe vehiles on the main lane (the �rst lane), it will deide: the merging start time, theplatoon number into whih the vehile is to merge, the virtual position in that platoon. Thisdeision should be optimized with respet to the following fators:(1) The distane headway of main lane vehiles after merging: ldes follows(2) For safety, the desired splitting distane of main lane vehiles should be 2ldes follows+l2where l2 is merging vehile distane.(3) To guarantee stability of regulation layer ontrol system, it is neessary to restritthe maximum aeleration/deeleration demanding for the merging vehile.(4) Maneuver time (Tmerg � tmerg)To simplify the problem, the following assumptions are made, whih are reasonable inpratie for most ases.Assumptions 1 Suppose that the merging point Q0 is known �xed (urban traÆ) orwithin some known threshold (freeway).Assumptions 2 Main lane vehile speed satis�esjvp(t)� Vmj � Æjap(t)j � " << 172



Figure 6.8: General road layout for automated vehile mergingwhere Vm is a onstant.From (6.2.5), :vmd (t) = :� (t) (vp(t)� v(tmerg)) + �(t) ap(t)�� :vmd (t)�� � �� :� (t)�� j(vp(t)� v(tmerg))j+ "To minimize �� :vmd (t)��, a approximate solution is to hoose the merging vehile initialspeed as v(tmerg) = VmFor suh a hoie, �� :vmd (t)�� � �� :� (t)�� Æ + "To minimize �� :vmd (t)��, it is suÆient to minimize �� :� (t)�� and Æ. The minimization of�� :� (t)�� an be ahieved in regulation layer at ontrol design phase. To minimize Æ, it issuÆient to hoose a proper platoon and virtual position for the merging vehile to enter.Suppose merging vehile make an enquiry for merging at time instant tenq with tenq <tmerg The distane jQenqQ2j is known. Thentmerg = tenq + jQenqQ2jamax73



The performane index is proposed asJ = b1 (Tmerg � tmerg) + b2ldes follow + b3 �� :vmd (t)��whih is to be minimized with respet to v (tmerg) under the onstraints (6.2.1) and thefollowing Z Tvirttmerg v (�) d� < jQ2Q0jwhih determines if a virtual platoon has been formed in a spei�ed time threshold. Thesolution of the problem will be reported in future work.Deision of oordination layer:(a) Merging vehile needs to adjust its speed before merging maneuver starts suh thatit is as lose as possible to Vm.(b) The virtual position of the vehile whih the merging vehile should be inserted isjQ1Q0j + (tmerg � tenq). It determines whih vehile should be followed. Aordingly, thevehile behind it should split to proper distane.After the deision has been made, it passes the information to relevant vehiles andmonitors the maneuver proess based on information returned. It heks regularly for anyfault and it is also responsible for emergeny handling.It is noted that this is just a simpli�ed senario. It an be onsidered in more detailwhih will be pursued in future work.6.2.4 Regulation LayerOne the maneuver is granted, it reeives the above ontrol maneuver parameters fromthe oordination layer. Then it also establishes a ommuniation link with the two relevantvehiles in the main lane. The merging maneuver [24℄ starts at spei�ed time instant. It alsoprovides the oordination layer with neessary information, suh as its speed and on-rampposition, on a regular basis. After the merging maneuver is suessfully �nished and allvehiles return to normal platooning ontrol, a signal is returned to the oordination layerfor ending the maneuver.
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Chapter 7Simulation DevelopmentSummary : Two types of simulation have been arried out. One is in Matlab to emphasizeon the real-time optimization in the oordination of maneuvers by the student Sungmoon Joo.A simple version of optimization pakage is used to ahieve this. The objetive to developthis simulation is to investigate oordination between rather general sets of maneuvers whihan be partitioned into a �nite number of fundamental maneuvers.A real-time simulation is also developed for real-time implementation by Xiao-Yun Lu,the Prinipal Researher of the projet. The purpose of this version is to work out a Code in simulation whih atually oordinate the spei�ed maneuvers for Demo 2003, whihare �xed in advane. This C ode is expeted to be used in the oordination of vehilemaneuvers under automati ontrol. In this sense, there is no overlap between those twoversion of maneuvers.
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7.1 IntrodutionFor vehile ontrol system design, maneuver design, fault detet and management, itis neessary to have model based simulation tool whih is faithfully represent the intrinsivehile dynamis. Although a Matlab Simulink vehile model exist, whih is pourparlerused in lassrooms, to implement the ontroller designed from those model is not pratialyet. This is beause the model there is very generi and ideal. Many internal/externaldisturbanes and measurement noise representations are not very pratial. Besides, beforepratial implementation of eah maneuver, the algorithms developed need to be simulatedin onjuntion with the feedbak ontroller designed. The most important point is that theoordination logis of those maneuvers must be made onsistent before pratial test. Thisrequires to develop a simulation pakage whih is lose to pratial implementation situationas possible.7.2 Maneuver Simulator in Matlab7.2.1 ObjetiveTo verify and implement the proposed oordination layer design sheme, a simulator wasdeveloped. The simulation environment is Matlab and Simulink. Simulator development isnot yet omplete. As for veri�ation purpose, 3 vehiles are simulated. We assume idealsensor and ommuniation without any loss of information. Regulation layer and physiallayer ontrol struture is shown in Figure 7.1. Regulation layer produes desired states(position, speed, aeleration) then lower level ontroller transforms this information intoatuator ontrol signal. However, the atuator is not implemented in this simulator and thedesired aeleration beomes ontrol input.Simulator StrutureSenario is pre�xed and given by senario �le. The oordination layer reads the se-nario �le and oordinates the maneuvers aording to the senario. The arhiteture of thesimulator is depited in Figure 7.2.Coordination layer and regulation layer ommuniate using man des (desired maneuver),man para (maneuver parameter) and man id (urrent maneuver) signal.Figure 7.3 shows a snap shot of simulator. Simulator displays all the relevant informationabout the maneuvers of three vehiles.
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Figure 7.1: Regulation layer and physial layer7.2.2 Some RemarksIn this report, new oordination layer model and design strategy are proposed. Usingmathematial programming language and numerial solver, oordination layer design prob-lem an be readily solved. To verify and implement the proposed design sheme, a maneuversimulator is developed. At urrent stage, simulator is still under development and oordina-tion layer �nite state mahine is not yet ompletely implemented in simulation ode.For future work, we need to re�ne the mathematial programming model; espeially theproper ost funtion for eah maneuver is ritial issue. On the other hand, fast and eÆientnumerial solver is neessary for real-time implementation of oordination layer.7.3 Simulation in C for Real-time Code ConstrutionIt is essential to oordinate all the vehiles in a system to make them run safely, ompati-bly and eÆiently. Work in [10℄ desribed the theoretial and preliminary simulation results(using Matlab) for ertain maneuvers of automated truks/buses. This part desribes thesimulation using standard C ode for real-time implementation purpose. In fat, the modulesdeveloped here an be diretly used in real-time implementation. This is a ritial approah77



Figure 7.2: Simulator arhitehture diagramin the sense that it will greatly redue or avoid trial and error experimental work whih anbe very ostly and dangerous for truks and buses.7.3.1 Software Struture of the Coordination of ManeuversThere is a entral oordination manager, whih an be run on the leader vehile inpratial simulation. There are two possible way to implement the oordination. If thereare two independent wireless ommuniation systems or two independent hannel of suh asystem suh that one system onnets all the nodes with eah other, the oordination layermanager an be run independently. If there is only one ommuniation systems (hannel),the oordination information an be onsidered as part of the information broadasted bythe lead vehile to all the vehiles.
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Figure 7.3: A simulation snap shot of Simulator7.3.2 De�nition of Parameters in Real-time SimulationSeveral parameters are used to desribe the maneuvers information:(a) Eah vehile has a unique Vehile ID, denoted as I; (b) Eah maneuver has a uniqueID number, denoted as J; () Desired maneuver of a spei�ed vehile, whih is the ommandfrom the Coordination Manager to eah vehile involved; It an be realized as a 2-dimensionalvetor: as man des[2℄ in whih man des[1℄ is the vehile ID number and man des[2℄ is thenumber representing the desired maneuver; One a vehile reeived this ID number, it knowswhat maneuver it should perform subsequently; (d) Vehile Maneuver Status ID: This is a3-dimensional vetor man id[3℄ whih is to be passed from eah vehile to the oordinationmanager. It reports to the manager what is going on from eah vehile in the system.man id[1℄ is the subjet vehile ID, man id[2℄ is set to the number representing the desiredmaneuver reeived from the oordination manager; man id[3℄ is used to representing theurrent status of the maneuver, whih desribe di�erent stages of the whole proess of themaneuvering. It inludes: maneuvering is till on, suessfully aomplished or failed, et.79



Di�erent maneuvers may have di�erent set of numbers beause some maneuvers are simple(like splitting) and some are ompliated (like merging ).The following are the de�nitions of man des and man id; Vehile ID does not appearbeause these de�nition is generi to all vehiles. Some parameters are remained for futuredevelopment.De�nition of man des:0 : stay at rest with manual ontrol1 : stay at rest to get automati ontrol ready2 : stay at rest with automati lateral ontrol ON3 : automati ontrol following a self-generated referene trajetory (as a Single agent ora Leader)4 : transition from manual to automati ontrol (as a single agent)5 : platoon forming - following the previous speed but not the platoon desired distane(speed traking)6 : automati joining within a platoon (speed and distane ontrol to desired distane)7 : vehile following (at ruise speed - no other maneuver)8 : splitting under automati ontrol to a spei�ed distane w.r.t. preeding vehile9 : left-lane-hanging to the end of a platoon 10 : right-lane-hanging to the end of aplatoon11 : virtual splitting to spei�ed distane from urrent distane on di�erent lane12 : virtual joining to spei�ed distane from urrent distane on di�erent lane13 : double splitting (long distane splitting ompared with 8)14 : vehile merging to a spei�ed position from on-ramp15 : free left-lane-hanging to the middle of two vehiles (free lane hanging)16 : free right-lane-hanging to the middle of two vehiles (free lane hanging)18 : ollision avoidane by lane hanging only19 : ollision avoidane by lane hanging and speed redution20 : ollision avoidane by emergeny stop24 : emergeny splitting to longer inter-vehile distane to stop (due to some inurablefault)28 : lane departure - leaving AHS from o�-ramp29 : automati losed-loop deelerating to stop using spei�ed pro�le30 : brake to stop in auto mode31 : automati open-loop deelerating to stop by applying spei�ed deeleration om-mand 80



32 : brake to stop in manual mode33 : gradually splitting to longer desired distane but arry on platooning (due to somefault)34 : gradually splitting and reduing speed to stop (due to some fault)35 : Cruise Control (as a single agent - radar miss target or no target)40 : Adaptive Cruise Control (in a platoon with at least one radar but no ommuniation) 41 : Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control (with at least one radar and ommuniation )45 : manual ontrol (inluding all the maneuvers)De�nition of man id (The �rst entry is in agreement with man des):(0,0) : stay at rest with manual ontrol ready(0,1) : stay at rest with manual lateral ontrol ready(0,2) : stay at rest with manual longitudinal ontrol ready(1,0) : stay at rest to get automati ontrol ready(1,1) : stay at rest automati air braking ON(2,0) : stay at rest with automati lateral ontrol on(2,1) : stay at rest but automati lateral ontrol fail to ativate(3,0) : automati ontrol to follow a self-generated referene trajetory (as a Single agentor a Leader)(3,1) : automati ontrol following a self-generated referene omplete (as a Single agentor a Leader)(3,2) : automati ontrol following a self-generated referene trajetory fail (as a Singleagent or a Leader)(3,3) : automati ontrol following a self-generated referene trajetory- aelerating (asa Single agent or a Leader)(3,4) : automati ontrol following a self-generated referene trajetory- onstant speed(as a Single agent or a Leader)(3,5) : automati ontrol following a self-generated referene trajetory- deelerating (asa Single agent or a Leader)(4,0) : transition from manual to automati ontrol (as a single agent)(4,1) : transition from manual to automati ontrol omplete (as a single agent)(4,2) : transition from manual to automati ontrol fail81



(5,0) : platoon forming - following the previous speed but not the platoon desired distane(speed traking)(5,1) : platoon forming omplete(5,2) : platoon forming fail(5,3) : platoon forming - speed traking only, no distane ontrol(5,4) : platoon forming - joining or splitting, aording urrent distane and desireddistane (distane ontrol)(6,0) : automati joining within a platoon (speed and distane ontrol to desired distane)(6,1) : automati joining within a platoon omplete (return to vehile following ontrol)(6,2) : automati joining within a platoon fail(7,0) : automati vehile following (at ruise speed - no other maneuver)(7,1) : automati vehile following omplete(7,2) : automati vehile following fail(8,0) : splitting under automati ontrol to a spei�ed distane w.r.t. preeding vehile(8,1) : splitting under automati ontrol omplete (return to vehile following ontrol)(8,2) : splitting under automati ontrol fail(9,0) : left-lane-hanging to the end of a platoon(9,1) : left-lane-hanging to the end of a platoon omplete(9,2) : left-lane hanging(9,3) : to drop bak to math the distane and speed(9,4) : virtual platooning omplete(9,5) : left-lane shifting to the end of a platoon (left steering)(9,6) : left-lane shifting to the end of a platoon omplete(10,0) : right-lane-hanging to the end of a platoon(10,1) : right-lane-hanging to the end of a platoon omplete(10,2) : right-lane-hanging to the end of a platoon fail(10,3) : to drop bak to math the distane and speed(10,4) : virtual platooning omplete(10,5) : right-lane shifting to the end of a platoon (right steering)(10,6) : right-lane shifting to the end of a platoon omplete (right steering)(11,0) : virtual splitting to spei�ed distane from urrent distane on di�erent lane(11,1) : virtual splitting suessful 82



(11,2) : virtual splitting fail(12,0) : virtual joining to spei�ed distane from urrent distane on di�erent lane(12,1) : virtual joining suessful(12,2) : virtual joining fail(14,0) : vehile merging to a spei�ed position from on-ramp(14,1) : real platooning omplete (transition to platooning ontrol)(14,2) : merging fails (either virtual platoon not formed or real merging fail)(14,3) : merging vehile in auto-mode as a single agent(14,4) : merging maneuver start (merging maneuver begin to use merging algorithm)(14,5) : virtual platooning ontrol(14,6) : virtual platooning omplete(15,0) : free left-lane-hanging to the middle of two vehiles (free lane hanging)(15,1) : free left-lane-hanging omplete(15,2) : free left-lane-hanging fail(15,3) : free left-lane-hanging vehile adjusting speed, aeleration(16,0) : free right-lane-hanging to the middle of two vehiles (free lane hanging)(16,1) : free right-lane-hanging omplete(16,2) : free right-lane-hanging fail(16,3) : free right-lane-hanging vehile adjusting speed, aeleration(18,0) : ollision avoidane by lane hanging only(19,0) : ollision avoidane by lane hanging and speed redution(20,0) : ollision avoidane by emergeny stop(24,0) : emergeny splitting to longer inter-vehile distane to stop (due to some inurablefault)(24,0) : emergeny splitting to longer inter-vehile distane to stop (due to some inurablefault) omplete(24,0) : emergeny splitting to longer inter-vehile distane to stop (due to some inurablefault) fail(28,0) : lane departure - leaving AHS from o�-ramp(28,1) : lane departure - leaving AHS from o�-ramp omplete(28,2) : lane departure - leaving AHS from o�-ramp fail83



(29,0) : automati losed-loop deelerating to stop using spei�ed pro�le(29,1) : automati losed-loop deelerating to stop omplete(29,2) : automati losed-loop deelerating to stop fail(30,0) : brake to stop in auto mode(30,1) : brake to stop in auto mode omplete(30,2) : brake to stop in auto made fail(31,0) : automati open-loop deelerating to stop by applying spei�ed deelerationommand(31,1) : automati open-loop deelerating omplete(31,2) : automati open-loop deelerating fail(32,0) : brake to stop in manual mode(32,1) : brake to stop in manual mode omplete(32,2) : brake to stop in manual mode fail(33,0) : gradually splitting to longer desired distane but arry on platooning (due tosome fault)(33,1) : gradually splitting to longer desired distane but arry on platooning (due tosome fault) omplete(33,2) : gradually splitting to longer desired distane but arry on platooning (due tosome fault) fail(34,0) : gradually splitting and reduing speed to stop (due to some fault)(34,1) : gradually splitting and reduing speed to stop (due to some fault) omplete(34,2) : gradually splitting and reduing speed to stop (due to some fault) fail(35,0) : Cruise Control (as a single agent - radar miss target or no target)(40,0) : Adaptive Cruise Control (in a platoon with at least one radar but no ommuni-ation )(41,0) : Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control (in a platoon with at least one radar andommuniation )(45,0) : manual ontrol (inluding all the maneuvers)(45,1) : manual ontrol (inluding all the maneuvers) omplete (return to auto mode)Simulation Senario desription in simulated maneuver:84



The total trak length for simulation is 5000[m℄. Three truks are involved in the ma-neuver simulation.In the �rst (right) lane, the vehile with ID = 3 (magenta) stopped at about 500[m℄away from the initial point.Two truks (with ID = 1; 2) with initial speed on lane two with eah driven manuallyat ertain speed below 20[mph℄.Truk 1 and 2 performing transition maneuver from manual to automati driving;Truk 1 and 2 performing platoon forming maneuver under automati ontrol;Truk 3 in lane 1 starting to move from initial speed 0 and speeding up;Truk 3 performing merging maneuver to the end of the platoon by pull up the speed tothat of truk 1 and 3;Truk 3 to form a virtual platoon with truk 1 and 2;Truk 3 performing left lane hanging maneuver;Upon �nishing lane hanging, three truks forming a platoon;Three truks deelerating to stop in the end.7.3.3 Simulation Operation and DisplayThe exeutable ode, man sim.exe , an be run with Mirosoft Windows (Windows 98,Me, 2000, and Windows XP). Another �le dos4gw.exe must be in the same diretory to sup-port the exeution. All the vehile speed, inter-vehile distane displayed are true simulationparameters. One it to run, the WIN-DOS will prompt for input of the maximum speed,whih an be any speed below 60[mph℄, whih is high enough for a fully loaded truk/bus. Allthe simulation messages and the parameters for eah of the three vehiles will be displayedin sub-windows. Figure 7.4 is a snap shot of the simulation display.
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Figure 7.4: A simulation snap shot of Simulator
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Chapter 8Future WorkThis projet is a preliminary researh for HDT/Bus maneuver design/oordination ofthose maneuvers based on simulation development with some possible implementation. Dueto the limit of the projet sope, only stati oupling between vehiles are onsidered. Insimulation, the maneuvers are pre-�xed. Besides, only some maneuvers are pratially im-plemented. Future work will at least inludes the following aspets:(1) Further investigation on vehile dynamial oupling riteria whih reet real auto-mated vehile driving situation;(2) Systemati maneuver design with dynamially hanging oupling riteria;(3) Systemati oordination design with dynamially hanging oupling riteria;(4) Simultaneously multiple maneuvering handling;(5) Real-time algorithm development; Both 1 � dim and 2 � dim motions with varyingroad grade should be involved;(6) Maneuver and oordination design for mixed road vehiles from a passenger ar to aHDT with road grade involved.
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Mirosoft Windows 95 or later version(Windows 98, Me, 2000, XP)Matlab version 6.0 Release 12 or later versionA hard disk drive with at least 1.5 megabytes of free spaeA.3 InstallationInstalling MAN-SIM is very simple-just opy the following �les into your diretory-demosim.mdl-oordination.m-regulation.m-gen ref.m-ontrollers.m-demopara.m-demoani.m-join.m-split.m-merge.m-aeleration.m-deeleration.m-laneshift.m-senario1.dat-senario2.dat-BUS.mat-ULSI.matA.4 Running SimulationOne MAN-SIM is installed, below is shown a six-step proedure for running a simulation.Step 1. design your maneuver senario and write senario2.datStep 2. aording to senario2.dat, write senario1.datStep 3. aording to your senario, hange demopara.mStep 4. start Matlab and open demosim.mdlStep 5. double lik PARAMETER LOAD buttonStep 6. double lik SIMULATION START buttonDetails on step 1 3 are desribed in the following hapters.Step 1 : Senario2.dat�le format 92



Senario2.dat �le has 19 olumns: Table A-1Column Meaning Format1 Vehile ode(vehile identi�er) integer2 Senario index integer3 Old(urrent) desired maneuver integer4 Old(urrent) vehile status integer5 Old(urrent) vehile id(relative id in a platoon) integer6 Old(urrent) platoon id integer7 New desired maneuver integer8 New vehile status integer9 New vehile id(relative id in a platoon) integer10 New platoon id integer11 Maneuver trigger ag integre12 Trigger parameter 1 integer / real13 Trigger parameter 2 integer / real14 Trigger parameter 3 integer / real15 Maneuver parameter 1 integer / real16 Maneuver parameter 2 integer / real17 Maneuver parameter 3 integer / real18 Maneuver parameter 4 integer / real19 Maneuver parameter 5 integer / realManeuverCurrent version of MAN-SIM an simulate the following atomi maneuvers.Table A-2
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Maneuver Number MeaningSTAY AT REST MAN 0 To stay at rest in manual drive modeMANUAL DRIVE 45 Manual drive(same algorithm as AUTO SELF GEN TRA)MAN TO AUTO 4 Transition from manual to automatiSTAY AT REST AUTO 2 Stay at rest in automati drive modeAUTO SELF GEN TRA 3 Follow self generated trajetoryJOIN 6 Derease inter vehile distaneSPLIT 8 Inrease inter vehile distaneL LANE CHANGE 51 Lane hange to the left laneR LANE CHANGE 52 Lane hange to the right laneMERGE 60 Merging maneuver (using the algorithm in [19℄)ACCELERATE 100 AelerateDECELERATE 191 DeelerateManeuver parameters Table A-3Maneuver nManeuver Parameters P1 P2 P3 P4 P5STAY AT REST MAN 0 0 0 0 0MANUAL DRIVE 1 Desired speed 0 0 0MAN TO AUTO 0 0 0 0 0STAY AT REST AUTO 0 0 0 0 0AUTO SELF GEN TRA 1 Desired speed 0 0 0JOIN(Figure 8.1) a b  d 0SPLIT(Figure 8.1) a -b  d 0L LANE CHANGE 0 0 0 0 0R LANE CHANGE 0 0 0 0 0MERGE Targetvehile Mergeposition Desiredintervehiledistane Targetvehilelength 0DECELERATE (Figure 8.1) a b  0 0DECELERATE (Figure 8.1) a -b  0 0Status 94



Figure 8.1: A simulation snap shot of SimulatorTable A-4Status NumberLEADER 0FOLLOWER 1Note that urrent version of MAN-SIM assumes following initial setting:a. initial status : LEADERb. initial maneuver : STAY AT REST MANManeuver trigger ag Table A-5Trigger ag Meaning0 Automati trigger1 Position2 Time3 Position & time95



Trigger parameters Table A-6Trigger agnTrigger parameters TP1 TP10 0 01 Position 02 0 Time3 Position TimeStep 2 : Senario1.datSenario2.dat �le has 6 olumns: Table A-7Column Meaning1 Vehile ode 12 Number of senarios3 Vehile ode 24 Number of senarios5 Vehile ode 36 Number of senariosStep 3 : Demopara.mVariables and parameters are de�ned in this �le. Initial position of vehiles(XP, YP) andsimulationtime should be hanged aording to eah senario.(Example)A. Initial positionvehile 1 : (50m, lane 1), vehile 2 : (36, lane 1), vehile 3 : (500m,lane 2)XP = [50 36 500℄;YP = ([1 1 2℄-[1 1 1℄)*LANE WIDTH+LANE WIDTH*0.5*[1 1 1℄;B. Simulation time = 270 seset param('demosim','stoptime','270');A.5 Simulation StepDefault setting is 0:1[s℄ for ontinuous time variable. For disrete step, default setting is0:2[s℄. 96



To hange the disrete step value, hange the value of dperiod variable in oordination.mandregulation.m
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